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1.  SUMMARY  
 

1.1 This report details findings from the consultation on proposed revisions to the Standard 
Street Trading Licence Terms and Conditions 2020/21 and the Standard Shop Front 
Trading inclusive of Tables & Chairs Terms and Conditions 2020/21 for permanent and 
temporary traders, as set out in Appendix 1 & 2. 
 

1.2 The proposals are to update the standard conditions to reflect requirements for 
professional management of markets, shop fronts & street trading and current legislation. 
 

1.3 Appendix 1 provides the full Standard Street Trading Licence Terms and Conditions 
2020/21. 

 
1.4  Appendix 2 provides the full Standard Shop Front Trading inclusive of Tables & Chairs 

Terms and Conditions 2020/21.  
 
1.5 Appendix 3 provides the full consultation report and responses following the consultations 

held with licence holders that was carried out from 11th November 2019 to 15th January 
2020 for a total period of over 9 weeks. 
 

1.6  Appendix 4 provides the schedule for consultation and implementation of the proposed 
new terms and conditions for both Markets/Street Trading and Shop Front Trading. 

 
1.7 The proposed conditions have been subject to consultation with all the respective market 

associations, traders and shop front licence holders. They have been revised to take 
account of the different trading conditions and arrangements for each market and 
additional trading options for street and shop front trading, whilst continuing to reflect the 
requirements of the London Local Authorities Act 1990 (as amended) (LLAA 1990) and 
the Highways Act 1980  (as amended). 

 
1.8 The primary reason for the changes proposed included in the conditions are : 
 

1.8.1  Improving the physical appearance across all markets and shop front        trading 
sites 

1.8.2  Conditions reflecting current consumer legislation. 

1.8.3  Conditions to reflect current food standards legislation. 

1.8.4  To improve the vetting of potential traders & shop front applicants. 

1.8.5  To clarify the hours of trading on each street trading site. 

1.8.6  To recognise that some traders now trade directly from specially made vehicles 

and street furniture such as Park Lets, Planters and mobile phone kiosks. 

1.8.7  To provide more specific conditions to ensure full compliance with relevant health 

and safety legislation. 

1.8.8  To provide more specific conditions to eliminate subletting across our portfolio. 



1.8.9  To provide more specific conditions on the use of receptacles and equipment for 

trading purposes. 

1.8.10 To modernise the conditions regarding management and enforcement and align 

with the council's enforcement policy.         

1.9  The proposed standard conditions for street trading were consulted on for a total period of 
over  Seven(7) weeks from 11 November to 31 December 2019, and further extended to 
15th January 2020 to allow for written submissions from the Ridley Rd Market Traders 
Association. This is  in-line with the Council’s Code of Good Practice and above the 
statutory minimum requirement of twenty-eight (28) days outlined in the London Local 
Authorities Act 1990. 

 
1.10 Following consideration of any representations made during the consultation period, any 

amendments deemed necessary have been incorporated as part of the proposed 
revisions. The earliest date the revised terms and conditions could take effect from, is the 
1st April 2020.   
 

2.  RECOMMENDATION(S) 
 

2.1 The Director of Public Realm, is recommended to: 
 

2.1.1 Approve the introduction of the proposed amendments to the Standard 
Street Trading (Markets) Licence Conditions relating to Permanent and 
Temporary Traders as set out in Appendix 2. 
 

2.1.2 Approve introduction of the proposed amendments to the Standard Trading 
(Shop Fronts) Licence Conditions relating to Permanent and Temporary 
Traders set out in Appendix 3.  
 

2.1.3  Authorise the Head of Parking, Markets & Street Trading’s with delegated 
authority to make final decision to implement the amendments to the 
proposed standard conditions for both Markets and Shop Fronts.   

 
2.1.4  Approve and authorise the decision to make an order adopting the new 

Standard Street Trading (Markets) Licence Conditions to be introduced and 
upheld as of April 1st 2020. 

 
2.1.5 Approve and authorise the decision to make an order adopting the new 

Standard Trading (Shop Fronts) Licence Conditions to be introduced and 
implemented to take effect from April 1st 2020. 

 
 
 
 

3.  REASONS FOR DECISION 
 
3.1 The present conditions do not reflect professional market management requirements that 

support both markets and shop fronts management, officers and associations in providing 



high quality well-presented markets and shop fronts, that are dynamic and attractive to 
consumers and traders.  

 
3.2 The present conditions do not adequately cover current legislation, particularly health and 

safety, food hygiene and enforcement legislation in relation to markets, shop fronts and 
street trading. The proposed conditions are updated to more fully reflect current legislation 
and align with council policy. 

 
3.3 The present conditions are also written and primarily focused on the needs of Ridley Road 

Market and as such are not fully relevant to other markets which makes it difficult for those 
traders to comply with them. They do not reflect or cover the needs of all the different 
Council run markets in Hackney and it is essential to have a standard set of conditions 
that are fair, transparent, consistent and practical for all traders to comply with on all 
markets, shop fronts and miscellaneous street trading sites in Hackney. 

 
3.4 The proposed conditions also allow the Council to put forward more flexible management 

arrangements for temporary traders as is being informally allowed on some Hackney 
Markets at present and has been for some time.  

 
3.5 The primary reasons for the changes proposed in the conditions are: 

 
3.5.1 Improving the appearance of stalls across all markets and street trading sites. 

3.5.2 Improvements to the appearance and presentation of shop front trading sites. 

3.5.3 Conditions reflecting current consumer legislation. 

3.5.4 To improve the vetting of potential traders and shop front licence applicants, 

particularly street food traders/vendors which are an expanding area of the markets 

and shop fronts service. 

3.5.5 To clarify the hours of trading on each market and street trading site. 

3.5.6 To provide more specific conditions to ensure full compliance with aspects to waste 

management from licence holders. 

3.5.7 To recognise that some traders now trade directly from specially made vehicles or 

receptacles such as pods, many of which are street food traders. 

3.5.8 Improvements to the management and food standards across street food traders. 

3.5.9 To provide more specific conditions to ensure full compliance with aspects of health 

and safety legislation. 

3.5.10 Modernise the position which presently allows a permanent licence to be passed 

on to a relative or assistant after a defined period of years. 

3.5.11 To revise the conditions regarding management and enforcement and clarify the 

severity of contraventions and the enforcement process in line with the council's 

enforcement policy. 



 

3.6 Individual market stalls currently operate differently regarding who is allowed to run the 
stall for the trader. In Ridley Road it is the licenced trader only. In some other markets 
there are managers or assistants operating stalls on behalf of the licenced trader. The 
LLA is quite clear about the position for permanent traders that it is the licenced trader 
only. However the LLA is silent on the position of temporary traders.  

 
  3.7 It is therefore proposed that permanent traders may be permitted to employ managers or 

assistants to run their stalls, but this should not be considered part of their obligation to 
the 51% rule (which requires the licensee to attend their stall 51% of the trading day) and  
comply with the legislation. We propose that all licensee’s sign in at the market daily to 
monitor attendance and remove the growing subletting culture and practice which is 
damaging our markets. The Trader Associations have differing views but accept that the 
Council should consult on this and gain traders feedback. 

 
4. DETAILS OF ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS CONSIDERED AND REJECTED 

 
4.1   By taking no action the council would not be able to update the relevant health and safety 

requirements or be able to lead on more professional management of the service. It is   
not practical  to continue with standard terms and conditions that do not fully comply with 
current legislation or facilitate the correct enforcement action for officers to ensure 
compliance at trading sites across the borough. 

 
4.2  The removal of the 51% rule was requested by a number of traders. This threshold requires 

licence holders to be in attendance on their pitch 51% of the trading day to ensure 
compliance and traders are present at the busiest times to ensure customers needs are 
met. The Council have one of most flexible thresholds in London vs other boroughs who 
are set between 60-100% 

 
4.3  One traders association challenged the removal of 18.1.3 which permits attendance for 

51% of each week rather than every day.  This has been omitted as it is in direct 
contravention of the 51% of the trading day and is not clear to licence holders how often 
they need to attend and by not omitting it would limit the council's ability to enforce this 
important licence condition and potentially foster a culture of non compliance. 

 
5. BACKGROUND 

 
5.1 Markets and Street Trading Standard conditions were last amended on 26th February 

2017. 
 
5.2 The conditions describe the requirements on traders to trade in the London Borough of 

Hackney Markets and Shop Fronts, and seek to cover all the normal and reasonable 
trading matters that arise for the council and for traders.  

 
6. Policy Context 

 
6.1 The Markets Strategy 2017-2020 approved by Cabinet in July 2016 contained the 

following recommendations: 
 



Set Market Standards guidelines for:- 
 
▪ Support enterprise & business growth 
▪ Secure the financial sustainability of our markets 
▪ Improve the shopping experience for customers 
▪ Ensure our markets are managed fairly and transparently 

 
6.2 For these range of targets and objectives to be delivered such as all markets becoming 

financially self financing, reducing waste and costs, improving the recycling rates, 
reduction in waste costs and the reduction and long term removal of single use plastics, 
Some of these need to be incorporated into the traders’ conditions and have been 
included in the revised draft of the conditions. 
  

7.  Equality Impact Assessment 
 
7.1 The Council has a legal obligation under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 to 
have due regard to the need to eliminate unlawful discrimination and to promote equality 
of opportunity and good relations between persons of different groups. This will ensure a 
consistent approach is adopted.  
 
7.2  The Council has carried out an Equality Impact Assessment to identify if any of the 
recommendations made have an adverse effect on the traders  needs of specific groups 
that includes  market traders, street traders, shop front owners for tables and chairs 
licences. Please see Appendix 4 for further information.   
 

8.  Sustainability 
 

8.1 The on-going sustainability of markets, street trading and shop front trading within 
Hackney is dependent on the ability to manage the markets proactively, supported by 
current and comprehensive standard conditions which cover all aspects of markets, shop 
fronts and street trading. The proposed conditions in this report are a key element in 
achieving this. 

 
9 Consultations 

 
9.1 Please see Appendix 3 for the consultation report produced by the Principal Licensing & 

Development Manager. The report details the following: 
 

● Aim of consultation 
● Methodology 
● Analysis of response data 
● Summary of key findings 

 
9.2  Following consultation and due consideration given to all responses received, the 

proposed revised conditions have now been finalised as set out in Appendices 1 and 2. 
Following consideration of any representations made during the consultation period, We 
have made  amendments deemed necessary have been incorporated as part of the 
proposed revisions 

 



9.3 Once approved, all traders will be informed in writing and notification of the revised 
conditions will be advertised in line of the LLAA 1990 (as amended) with  a minimum of 
28 days before 1st April 2020 in local newspapers. 

 
9.4 Further, in accordance with the London Local Authorities Act 1990 (as amended) (LLAA 

1990), the Council shall give all traders at least 21 days’ notice prior to varying their 
licence and give them the opportunity to appear before the relevant officer determining 
the matter to make their representations.   

 
9.5 After considering the results of the nine-week (9) consultation period any changes to the 

traders’ standard terms and conditions can only be implemented at two points in the year, 
according to the London Local Authorities Act 1990 (as amended):  

 
 9.5.1 On the 1st of January, or at the point of renewal of licences in Hackney.  

9.5.2 On the 1st April each year for all permanent licence holders in Hackney  

9.5.3 Having considered the options available, the Council plan to introduce the revised 

conditions on 1st April 2020 

 
10 Risk Assessment 

 
10.1 The risks associated with the revised standard conditions are: 
 

10.1.1 Time taken for traders to accept higher expectations of presentation and safety 
 
10.1.2 Any costs for traders associated with achieving compliance to the revised  

conditions. However this is viewed to be minimal as although not all health and 
safety matters are included in the standard conditions  they are already legal 
requirements, so traders are already obliged to comply with them.   

 
 

 
11.  COMMENTS OF THE CORPORATE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND RESOURCES 
 
11.1 The last review of licence conditions was carried out in 2017. This DPR is seeking 

approve the revised al to carry out consultation on the proposed standardising of street 
trading License conditions. Section 9 outlines the activities that will be carried out as part 
of the consultation which will be for a period of six weeks.  

 
11.2 There is no material financial impact emanating from this report to the Council, any costs 

relating to consultation will be managed within existing budgets. 
 
11.3 Licensing condition changes have been proposed to take account of the different trading 

conditions for each market, whilst continuing to reflect the requirements of the London 
Local Authorities Act 1990 (as amended). 
 

12.  COMMENTS OF THE CORPORATE DIRECTOR OF LEGAL AND GOVERNANCE 
SERVICES 



 
12.1 The Council must have regard to Part III (Street Trading) of the London Local Authorities 

Act 1990 as amended (“the LLAA  1990”), which permits and governs the licensing of 
street trading.  Under the LLAA 1990, it is unlawful for any person to engage in street 
trading in a designated licensed street in the borough without a street trading licence or 
a temporary licence granted by the Council.  The Council may also grant temporary 
licences on non-designated licence streets but cannot grant a permanent licence in such 
circumstances.    

 
12.2 The Council is permitted to make regulations prescribing the standard conditions which 

they may attach to street trading licence when granting a licence or renewing a licence.  
The Council has the power to vary conditions on a street trading licence on any occasion 
of the renewal of a licence 1st April or on 1st January of any year.  

 
12.3 Before making any new regulations, the Council must undertake consultation as follows 

in accordance with the London Local Authorities Act (LLAA) 1990 (as  amended) –   
 

i) Publish a notice in a newspaper circulating in the borough of its intention to vary 
conditions, which contains a draft resolution and states that people can make 
representations within a specified period not less than 28 days after the publication 
of the notice; and  

 
ii) Consult the licence holders or a body or bodies representative of them.   

 
12.4 In addition, case law provides that: 

 
a) consultation must be at a time when proposals are still at a formative stage; 
b) sufficient reasons must be given for any proposal to enable intelligent 

consideration and response; 
c) adequate time must be given for such consideration and response; and 
d) The product of the consultation must be conscientiously taken into account in 

finalising any proposals. 
 

12.5 The consultation carried out, as set out in section 9 and appendix 3 of this report is 
sufficient to discharge the Council’s statutory obligations under the LLAA 1990 to consult 
prior to varied conditions being adopted by regulations and to discharge paragraph (a) in 
12.4 above.  Officers have also ensured that the consultation and determination of the 
regulations also complies with paragraph (b) to (d) as set in paragraph 12.4 above.   

 
12.6 The Council, if varying the conditions of the existing licence holders and new applicants, 

must give not less than 21 days’ notice that a variation is proposed, specifying the grounds 
of the decision and affording them the opportunity to appear before the committee, sub-
committee or officer determining the matter.   

 
12.7 The LLAA 1990, whilst providing the Council with a wide discretion on the conditions that 

it may apply to a street trading licence, prescribes that the standard conditions shall 
include condition as may be reasonable dealing with licence holders selling, offering to 
sell, exposing to sell articles as follows – 

 



a) Identifying the location for sales; 
b) Identifying the class of items to be sold; 
c) Identifying the day(s) when the licence holder may sell goods; 
d) Identifying the nature and type of  receptacles used; 
e) Requiring that any receptacle so used shall carry the name and licence number of 

the licensed holder; 
f) Regulating the storage of receptacles or perishable goods; 
g) Regulating the deposit and removal of refuse, including waste containers and their 

location; and 
h) Requiring that a licence holder shall commence trading by a certain time on any 

day or forfeit his right to trade on that day from the fixed position to which his 
licence refers.   

 
12.8 Further to 12.7 above, the Council may adopt other standard conditions that it deems 

necessary and appropriate. In doing so, however, the Council should ensure that all 
standard conditions adopted accord with general public law principles, such as ensuring 
conditions are proportionate and reasonable.  The Council will be able to discharge this 
general duty through giving thorough consideration to the appropriateness of the 
conditions proposed and ensuring that responses to the consultation from persons 
affected are properly taken into consideration before new conditions are adopted.   

 
12.9 The Council is also permitted under the Act to attach further reasonable conditions to 

individual licences on a case by case basis.  Once conditions have been adopted the 
presumption will be that the standard conditions will be applied to all licences.  However, 
the Council must consider each case on its own merit and, where a decision is made to 
grant a licence with additional conditions to the standard conditions, the Council must 
ensure that there are justifiable grounds for doing so and that such reasons are 
recorded.   

 
12.10 Consulting on new standard terms and conditions for markets and shop fronts under 

the LLAA 1990 is a decision to be taken by the Director of Public Realm in accordance 
with the council's scheme of delegation specifically section NH249 - Highways Act 1980 
Sections 153, 154, 160A, 176 to 180, 184 and 185 and NH375 - London Local 
Authorities Act 1990 Section 27(3). 
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LONDON BOROUGH OF HACKNEY COUNCIL 

 

STANDARD STREET TRADING (MARKETS) LICENCE CONDITIONS 

 

REGULATIONS MADE BY THE COUNCIL PURSUANT TO SECTION 27(3) OF THE LONDON 

 

LOCALAUTHORITIES ACT 1990 (AS AMENDED) PRESCRIBING STANDARD CONDITIONS 

 

APPLICABLE TO PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY/CASUAL STREET TRADING LICENCES 

 

1.  DEFINITIONS 

 

1.1 In these Standard Conditions, unless the context otherwise requires, the following expressions shall 

have the following meanings: 

 

1.1.1 “51%” means 51% of the period of time in each and every Licensed Street Trading Day, 

as specified by market in the below Terms and Conditions. 

 

1.1.2 “Act” means Part III of the London Local Authorities Act 1990 (as amended). 

 

1.1.3 “Address and Contact Details” means the permanent address of residence, email                           

address, telephone and mobile telephone numbers. 

 

1.1.4 “Advertisement” means any word, letter, model, sign, placard, board, notice, whether 

illuminated or not, in nature, and employed wholly or partly for the purpose of advertisement, 

announcement or direction and includes any hoarding or similar structure or any balloon used, or 

adapted for use for the display of advertisements, and references to the display of advertisement 

shall be constructed accordingly. 

 

1.1.5 “Animal By-Products” means meat, fish, milk and eggs which are not intended for human 

consumption including blood, hides, feathers, wool, bones, horns, hooves and waste water or water 

contaminated with material of animal origin or blood or other fluids. 

 

1.1.6 “Assistant” means a person employed and acting under the direction of, with the implied 

authority of or to the benefit of a licence holder to assist him/her about his/her business as a licence 

holder. This includes any person directed solely or otherwise in the transportation and erection of 

the stall and/or the loading and unloading of stock and whose details have been provided to the 

Council as a registered assistant by the Licensed Street Trader. 

 

1.1.7 “Authorised Officer” means an authorised officer of the Council. 

 

1.1.8 “Avail” means the Street Trading Licence holder must use and take advantage of the ability 

to trade for the duration of the Licence. The Licence holder must be present 51% of each and every 

trading day as specified on the Licence and be accessible to an authorised officer upon request 

within 48 hours of request as and when required. 

 

1.1.9 “Awning” means a sheet of canvas or other material, which projects beyond the structure 

of the Stall and which shall contain no Advertisements other than that of the market branding, as 

directed or authorised by the Council, whether or not it is in respect of the goods or commodities 

sold at the stall. 

 



1.1.10 “Council” means the London Borough of Hackney. 

 

1.1.11 “Employed” means to engage in service or offer assistance, whether or not for gain and references 

to “Employ” shall be constructed accordingly. 

 

1.1.12 “Enforcement Sanction” includes, but is not restricted to, prosecution, Licence suspension, 

revocation, variation of Licence conditions, imposition of further conditions, civil recovery action, 

injunction or a combination of these as considered appropriate. 

 

1.1.13 “Food Stuff” means all food including pre-packed, hot, cold and raw food. 

 

1.1.14 “Further Conditions” means additional conditions as defined under the “Act” which are 

added to an individual trader for compliance instead of revocation of a Licence. 

 

1.1.15 “Goods” or “Commodities” means any goods, wares or merchandise for sale or possession 

for supply at a Stall. 

 

1.1.16 “High Risk Food” is defined as foods that are ready to eat and do not require further 

cooking. Foods which will rapidly deteriorate in quality and/or pose a health hazard permitting 

bacteria to live, grow and thrive when incorrectly stored or displayed. 

 

1.1.17 “Licence” means a Permanent Street Trading Licence or a Temporary Street Trading 

Licence. 

 

1.1.18 “Licensed Street Trader” means any person who is licensed to undertake Street Trading 

under the Act. 

 

1.1.19 “Licensed Street Trading Day” means the period of time for which a Licensed Street Trader 

can legally trade as specified for any given market. 

 

1.1.20 “Licensed Street Trading Pitch” means the Pitch Limits in any street at which Street Trading 

may be conducted by a Licensed Street Trader, and includes any temporary alternative placed, 

including private land approved by the Council or a duly Authorised Officer of the Council.  

 

1.1.21 “Low Risk Food” includes all fresh fruit, vegetables and salads (excluding prepared salads 

containing High Risk ingredients), canned, dried foods and food with an extended shelf life.  

 

1.1.22 “Manager” means a manager employed by the Licensed Street Trader to manage their 

street trading and whose name and address has been notified to the Council in writing by the 

Licensed Street Trader. 

 

1.1.23 “Markets Service” means the service provided by the Markets and Street Trading team for 

the London Borough of Hackney. 

 

1.1.24 “Name Plate” means the plate issued by the Council upon approval of a person’s 

application for a Licence or renewing a Licence, displaying a Licensed Street Trader’s name, the 

names of their Assistants, the Commodities authorised, Licence number and Licensed Street 

Trading Pitch number.  

 

1.1.25 “Permanent Street Trading Licence” means a Street Trading Licence valid for one year and 

not more than three years with the period defined on the Licence.  

 



1.1.26 “Permanent Licensed Street Trader” means any person holding a current Permanent Street Trading 

Licence with the London Borough of Hackney. 

 

1.1.27 “Persistent” or “Persistently” means a continuing act or omission or three or more instances 

whether for a consecutive period or otherwise which is in contravention of any of the Licence 

conditions within any twelve month period. 

 

1.1.28 “Pitch Limits” means the trading area identified by ground markings on a street or the area 

stated on the Licence within which a Stall is to be situated. 

 

1.1.29 “Premises” means any land, building or part of a building. 

 

1.1.30 “Receptacle” means a vehicle, refrigerated mobile unit, basket, bag, box, vessel, stand, 

stall, trestle, easel, board, tray or thing which is used (whether or not constructed or adapted for 

such use) as a container for or for the display of any article or thing or equipment used in the 

provision of any service or sale or offer or display of Goods for sale.  

 

1.1.31 “Refuse” means waste which has been generated in the course of Street Trading including 

fruit and vegetable waste, cardboard that is or is not recyclable, paper, small plastic items and other 

non-perishable waste.  

 

1.1.32 “Relative” means as currently defined in the Act: an individual shall be treated as related 

to another if the latter is the wife, husband, father, mother, grandfather, grandmother, stepfather, 

stepmother, son, daughter, grandson, granddaughter, stepson, stepdaughter, brother, sister, half-

brother or half-sister of the former and shall be deemed to be so related notwithstanding that they 

are related only through illegitimacy or in consequence of an adoption. The Council will, subject to 

appropriate documentary evidence, also include a trader’s civil partner or common-law spouse or 

partner as a relative.  

 

1.1.33 “Special Conditions” are such conditions as it is deemed reasonable by the Council to apply 

to any Licence in addition to the Standard Conditions. 

 

1.1.34 “Stall” means a stall structure with canopy, awnings and weights, plus any additional 

equipment such as a table or stand used by a Licensed Street Trader for the display of Goods, 

including trailers and barrows, that is approved by the Council 

 

1.1.35 “Stall Vehicle” means a vehicle used by a Licensed Street Trader as a Stall for displaying 

Goods and producing food that is approved by the Council for use as a stall vehicle. 

 

1.1.36 “Standard Conditions” means these standard conditions. 

 

1.1.37 “Street Trading” means the selling or exposing or offering for sale of any article (including 

a living thing) or the supply or offering to supply any service in a street for gain or reward and 

references to “Street Trades” shall be constructed accordingly. 

 

1.1.38 “Street Trading Licence” means a licence grander under the Act and valid for the period 

specified on the Licence being not less than six months and not more than three years.  

 

1.1.39 “Suspension” means the exercise of the power to enforce the temporary cessation of 

trading activities from a Stall holder, his/her Assistant (from using the pitch area) as may be 

attached by the Markets Service as a further Licence condition or a variation of a current Licence 

in any individual case where it appears reasonable in all the circumstances. 



 

1.1.40 “Temporary Street Trading Licence” means a Licence granted under the Act is valid for a 

single day or for a period of time as specified on the Licence not exceeding six months. 

 

1.1.41 “Temporary Licensed Street Trader” means any person holding a current Temporary Street 

Trading Licence with the London Borough of Hackney. 

 

1.1.42 “Trading Days” means the days and times specified on the Licence and references to 

“Trading Day” as specified in section 7.2 as Market open for trade to closing for trade  shall be 

constructed accordingly. 

 

1.1.43 “Young Person” means a person who has attained the age of 14 but who has not yet 

reached school leaving age. 

 

1.2 In these Standard Conditions, words importing the singular shall include the plural and vice versa 

and words importing the masculine gender shall include the feminine gender and vice versa.  

 

2. GENERAL 

 

2.1 The grant of a Street Trading Licence shall not be deemed to give any approval or consent which 

may be needed under any By-Law, enactment or regulation other than the Act. 

 

2.2 A Licensed Street Trader shall at all times comply with these conditions. A person who contravenes 

any of the conditions of a Street Trading Licence may be guilty of an offence and/or subject to 

appropriate enforcement sanctions in accordance with our enforcement policy. Any contravention 

of these conditions by an Assistant shall be regarded as having been committed by the Licence 

holder. 

 

2.3 The Council may add Special Conditions at the grant of a Street Trading Licence. The Council may 

add Further Conditions where a Licenced Street Trader has breached a Standard Condition or 

Special Condition as directed under the Act. Any Special Conditions or Further Conditions on a 

Street Trading Licence will be transferred at renewal to the new Street Trading Licence.  

 

2.4 We may vary the conditions of a Licence or attach Special Conditions in accordance with statutory 

provisions. We may at any time attach such further conditions to a Licence as appear to us be 

reasonable in any individual case. The Licence holder may make an application via the Officer 

Licencing Panel (OLP) for the variation of the Licence. In the event of conflict between these 

Standard Conditions and any special conditions attached to the Licence, the latter will prevail. 

 

2.5 If a Licensed Street Trader wishes any of the conditions of his/her Licence to be varied, 

representation must be made in writing to the Markets Service as in accordance with the statutory 

requirements. Any subsequent grant, consent, approval, authorisation or agreement from us must 

be obtained in writing before it will be deemed to be valid. 

 

2.6 Where in these regulations there is reference to our consent or agreement, this consent or 

agreement may be given on such terms or conditions and subject to such restrictions as we might 

reasonably specify, any variation shall not take effect until the consent of the Council has been 

received in writing by the Licence holder. 

 

2.7 Licensed Street Traders and their Manager/Assistants must comply with all trading standards 

legislation; e.g.: 

 



2.7.1 Goods must be sold in metric units. 

 

2.7.2 Goods that contravene the Trade Marks Acts, for example counterfeit goods, must not be 

sold. 

 

2.7.3 All goods must have a price inclusive of VAT displayed on them. 

 

2.7.4 All food Receptacles must be registered with the local authority in whose area the 

Receptacle is kept and stored. 

 

2.7.5 All food traders are to register with the Nationwide Caterers Association and upload all 

relevant information to their membership page. 

 

2.7.6 A Licenced Street Trader and his Assistant shall comply with all health and safety 

legislation and where food is sold they shall also comply with all food hygiene legislation. 

 

2.8 The business activities of a Licensed Street Trader shall comply with and be conducted in a manner 

that conforms with all relevant legislation enforced by the Council or other agencies. Particular 

attention is drawn to general Health & Safety, food safety, Trading Standards, fire prevention and 

highways regulation. Licensed Street Traders must also comply with appropriate local requirements 

and by-laws. Failure to comply with this condition will result in enforcement action being taken and 

does not preclude separate sanctions being applied to the Licensed Street Trader or their 

Assistants for any breach committed. 

 

2.9 A Licenced Street Trader must trade in accordance with the consumer's protection legislation, e.g. 

notices stating ‘no refunds’ or ‘no exchanges’ cannot be displayed. The Council will take action to 

stop any practice that it considers misleading, is contrary to the interests of customers or is likely 

to give the market a bad reputation. 

 

2.10 Where compliance notices are issued with regard to health and safety and food hygiene 

legislation the requirements of the notices must be complied with within the period stated in the 

notice. Failure to do so may result in the removal of your Licence. 

 

2.11 All Licenced Street Traders who sell Food Stuffs from their stall/stall vehicle must ensure 

that they are registered as a food premises with the Council or have provided evidence that they 

are already registered with another local authority prior to a Street Trading Licence being issued. 

This condition includes moveable vehicles.  

 

2.12 Licensed Street Traders and/or their Manager/Assistant shall offer all assistance to the 

Council by; 

 

2.12.1 Providing copies of all consents required to Street Trade. The following documents may be 

requested by an Authorised Officer: Licence card, Public Liability Certificate, Authorisation 

Letter (if applicable), Gas Certificate (if applicable), proof of portable appliance testing (as 

relevant), Manager/Assistant ID card. 

 

2.12.2 Providing all documentation as and when requested by an Authorised Officer. Checks will 

be carried out on an ad hoc basis to ensure compliance and failure to comply will constitute 

a breach of 20.2 of the Standard Conditions.  

 

2.13 If any information given by a trader in an application for a Street Trading Licence is found 

to be false or misleading, the Council may consider revoking the Licence in question. 



 

2.14 Any damage done to property owned by the Council, by a Licensed Street Trader or their 

Manager/Assistants, is to be paid for in full by the Licensed Street Trader and could face 

enforcement sanctions up to and including revocation of their Street Trading Licence. 

 

2.15 If there are any changes in the following details registered with us namely:- the address at which 

they live or store their Stall and/or Goods, email, mobile and landline telephone numbers where 

applicable, the registration number of any or additional vehicle they use in connection for street 

trading purposes within the borough of Hackney, the Licence holder must notify the Market Service 

in writing of such change within seven days of such change occurring. Any failure to provide said 

information may result in the Licence being temporarily suspended until the notice and/or 

documentation is received. 

 

2.16 Licence holders are required to provide us with satisfactory evidence that they are eligible to work 

in the UK, this must be a valid National Insurance (NI) number, a valid UK passport (or overseas 

passport with work permit) or a letter from the Home Office. Any Licence holder who cannot prove 

that they have the right to work legally in the UK when challenged by an Authorised Officer will be 

prevented from trading until such point as this information can be provided. Such action does not 

preclude further measures from being taken by other agencies. 

 

2.17 An annual audit of market traders/registered Managers & Assistant’s documentation in relation to 

2.15 and 2.16, if the Licence holder fails to notify the Council of any changes to personal details 

this will be deemed a breach of the Standard Licence Conditions. 

 

2.18 All Licenced Street Traders using a vehicle for market purposes must provide the Markets Service 

with the vehicle registration document (V5) application form and payment for permit before using 

vehicle in the market. Failure to do so may result in the issuance of a Penalty notice issued. The 

Licence holder is responsible for and advising the Market Service within seven days with proof of 

any change of vehicle. The Council is not liable for any costs incurred to Licence holders who do 

not follow the process. 

 

2.19 All Licenced Traders are required to use sustainable packaging for their products to be traded in 

and the use or sale of single use plastic bags,bottles and cutlery is prohibited on our markets & 

Street Trading sites. 

 

2.20 All Licenced Street Traders are required to provide sustainable or bio degradable bags as 

an alternative to providing customers with single use plastic bags to be used when making a 

purchase in  our markets and street trading sites. 

 

3.  LICENCES 

 

3.1 The Street Trading Licence is merely consent to trade under the Act. It does not constitute any 

other approval or consent that Licence holders might need under bye-laws, regulations or other 

enactments, such as planning, highways or water supplier consents. Responsibility for ensuring 

that appropriate approval or consents are obtained or adhered to rests with the Licence 

holder/applicant. 

 

3.2 A Licensed Street Trader shall carry their Licence at all times whilst Street Trading and produce it 

upon the request of an Authorised Officer or police officer. 

 

3.3 A Street Trading Licence shall cease to have effect on being surrendered to the Council by the 

Licensed Street Trader to whom it was granted. This must be done by way of written cancellation. 



Cancellations can only take effect from the date received by the markets office. The effective date 

of surrender will not be earlier than the receipt of the written request to surrender the Licence. All 

outstanding fees and charges shall be payable up to and including the date of surrender of the 

Licence.  

 

3.4 A Licence is only effective for the period stated on the Licence. 

 

3.5 The Council reserves the right to issue Street Trading Licenses to traders who offer Commodities 

that will enhance the viability of the market before any other trader or applicant. 

 

3.6 Permanent Licenses are only available at certain markets. Any applications/requests for a 

permanent Licence on miscellaneous sites will be considered at the subsequent OLP, however, 

the Council reserves the right to refuse an application/request, with any decision made by the 

Council is final. 

 

3.7 To apply for a Permanent Street Trading Licence a trader must be a current Temporary Licence 

holder and will not be considered for a Permanent Street Trading Licence until they have held their 

Temporary Licence for a minimum period of six months. The period of six months gives both the 

Council and the trader the opportunity to ensure a good fit.  

 

3.8 A Permanent Street Trading Licence will not be renewed if a Licenced Street Trader is in arrears 

or has appeared on the monthly arrears report 3 or more times in a calendar twelve months.. All 

Fees and Charges must be fully paid within the financial year and any Permanent Street Trader in 

arrears during the renewal process will not have their Street Trading Licence renewed and will be 

prohibited from Street Trading from 1st April on a Permanent Street Trading Licence.  

 

3.9 Any Permanent Street Trader falling into 3.8 above may apply for a Temporary Street Trading 

Licence, paying the appropriate temporary fees and charges whilst agreeing to a payment plan 

until the arrears are cleared within the agreed timeframe.The council however reserve the right to 

not re-issue a permanent Licence in the event of Persistent arrears. 

 

3.10 Succession of a Permanent Street Trading Licence may only be granted if the requirements 

of the Act are met and the successor meets the application requirements. On the death or 

retirement due to age and/or ill health of a Street Trading Licence holder, we may issue a Licence 

to a nominated relative to trade from the pitch shown in that Licence in accordance with the 

succession rights granted in the Act. As currently defined, an individual shall be treated as related 

to another if the latter is the wife, husband, father, mother, grandfather, grandmother, stepfather, 

stepmother, son, daughter, grandson, granddaughter, stepson, stepdaughter, brother, sister, half- 

brother or half-sister of the former and shall be deemed to be so related notwithstanding that they 

are related only through illegitimacy or in consequence of an adoption.  

 

3.11 We may also, at our discretion and subject to appropriate documentary evidence, include other 

individuals connected to the Licence holder, limited to a nominated Assistant of a Permanent Street 

Trader who has been working for that trader for a continuous period of at least seven years. In this 

instance the application will be assessed at the earliest OLP hearing, to ensure an appropriate 

decision is made in accordance with the requirements and the legislation. 

 

3.12 In the event that a permanent Licence is granted to a successor in accordance with the paragraph 

above the Markets Service may attach such further conditions as appear to be reasonable in any 

individual case. 

 



3.13 Succession will only be permitted if there are no arrears of charges payable. Only one 

successor can be nominated at any one time. 

 

3.14 The Street Trading Licence is for the sole use and benefit of the Licence holder and whilst it 

provides permission to trade and bestows trading rights, it does not confer ownership of the 

allocated pitch, this is retained exclusively by the Council. Licence holders must therefore not 

assign their Licence to anyone else, employ a manager in their place and not attend or avail 

themselves during market operating hours or otherwise sublet any part of their stall. If we have 

evidence that this condition has been breached, then the Licence holder and other persons trading 

or assisting on the stall may be subject to enforcement sanctions, including revocation of the 

Licence. 

 

3.15 To exercise their ability to trade under the Street Trading Licence, Licence holders must be present 

in person for at least 51% of the Trading Day as specified in section 8.2. If a Licence holder operates 

more than one licence or business in the borough than the 51% will be equally split between the 

number of sites on a pro rata basis.Failure to do so could result in enforcement sanctions and/or 

revocation of the Street Trading Licence. 

 

3.16 Traders requesting a variation of their Street Trading Licence, such as change of 

Commodity or transfer of pitch etc., must complete an application form and pay the variation fee 

before requests will be considered at the subsequent OLP, however the Council reserves the right 

to refuse an application, with any decision made by the Council is final. 

 

3.17 Where a charitable organisation is applying for a Street Trading Licence, proof of charitable 

registration number must be provided upon application 

 

3.18 For Ridley Road Market, all permanent Street Trading Licence holders will need to Avail 

themselves to an Authorised Officer and sign in to confirm their attendance on each Trading 

Day.The Trading Day is as specified in section 8.2 from market open for trade to trade end. 

 

4.  TEMPORARY STREET TRADING LICENCES 

 

4.1 The holders of a Temporary Street Trading Licence are subject to these Standard Conditions in the 

same way as holders of a Permanent Street Trading Licence.  

 

4.2 The holders of a Temporary Street Trading Licence shall report to the Authorised Officer at the 

market each Trading Day before commencing Street Trading to be allocated a pitch for that Trading 

Day. The decision by an Authorised Officer to allocate a pitch to the holder of a Temporary Licence 

is final. 

 

4.3 The Council reserves the right to withdraw the Licence of any temporary Street Trading Licence 

holder without notice and will provide reason(s) both verbally and  in writing. A temporary trader 

shall cease trading when requested to do so by an Authorised Officer of the Council or police officer. 

Following the withdrawal of the Licence, the Council will supply the trader the reasons for the 

withdrawal of the Licence in writing, where the trader will be able to appeal the decision at the next 

available OLP panel. 

 

4.4 The refusal by the holder of a Temporary Licence to Street Trade from a pitch allocated by an 

Authorised Officer may result in them not being able to Street Trade on a Trading Day or future 

Trading Days. 

 



4.5 The issue of a Temporary Licence is without prejudice to the Council’s application process for 

Permanent Street Trading Licences and does not infer a legal right to the grant of a Permanent 

Street Trading Licence.  

 

5. ATTENDANCE & TRADING  

 

5.1 Permanent Street Trading Licence holders must trade in person at their pitch for a significant 

proportion of the trading day, as set out in section 8.2. This is currently defined as 51% of the 

Trading Day specified on the Licence (see condition 3.10). At all other times, the stall may only be 

operated by an Assistant who is registered with the Markets Service. 

 

5.2 The calculation of 51% attendance will be made using the method that we consider most 

appropriate for each market and will be based upon specific attendance monitoring over a trading 

period of at least 2 months. We reserve the right to vary the monitoring method used subject to our 

giving reasonable notice. The level of monitoring carried out shall be at the Council's discretion. 

 

5.3 If the Stall is to be left unmanned for any reason other than comfort or toilet breaks, it is to be closed 

up and left in a safe and secure position.  

 

5.4 The holder of a Temporary Street Trading Licence must [subject to reasonable time for meals and 

toilet breaks] trade in person on the pitch at all times throughout the trading day. 

 

5.5 Temporary pitches, additional pitches, and pitch moves (via the Licence variation request and OLP 

process) will be allocated by Officers from the Markets Service only. Traders who set up on pitches 

without prior permission or move without prior permission from the Markets Manager/Officers will 

be in breach of this condition and will potentially face enforcement sanctions. 

 

5.6 All Temporary Street Trading Licence holders to whom a specific pitch is not been pre-allocated 

shall report to the Markets Office before commencement of trading for the purpose of pitch 

allocation by an Authorised Officer. Pitches are allocated on a first come, first served basis and  at 

the discretion of the Market Officer/Authorised Officer whose decision is final and non-negotiable. 

 

5.7 No trading may take place on the stall of a Permanent Licence Holder unless the Licence holder 

themselves or one of his/her registered Assistants is present. (In the event that this requirement is 

not complied with we may impose any enforcement sanction that we deem appropriate). 

 

5.8 Any Awning used by a Licence holder must be approved prior to use, the Council may specify 

colour, type and condition of any Awning used. Any Awning must be replaced or repaired within 

one month of a written request from the Council. 

 

5.9 The use of bread crates/boxes for the purpose of trading must be covered with an approved 

covering for suitable display purposes, and all bread crates/boxes must be removed at the end of 

the trading day 

 

5.10 The Licensed Street Trader shall only trade from the Licensed Street Trading Pitch, unless 

otherwise directed by an Authorised Officer. The Council reserves the right to change a Permanent 

Licensed Street Trading Pitch and allocate an alternative pitch on a permanent basis. The Licenced 

Street Trader will be consulted prior to this decision being made and receive written notification and 

provided 28 days notice of the proposed changes. 

 

5.11 The Council reserves the right to change a Permanent Licensed Street Trading Pitch and 

allocate an alternative pitch on a temporary basis where one is available until his/her Permanent 



Licensed Pitch becomes available at a date to be agreed by the Authorised Officer. The Council 

will provide written notice of this change to the Licensed Street Trader as soon as reasonably 

practicable.  

 

5.12 Where no alternative pitch is available the Licenced Street Trader will cease Street Trading and 

remove their Stall and Goods immediately where directed to do so by an Authorised Officer. The 

Council will refund any Licence fee to the Licensed Street Trader for the period that the Licensed 

Street Trading Pitch is not available.  

 

5.13 For Street Trading Licence holders trading in markets or street trading sites without a designated 

pitch location but trade from the same location every week, if you fail to attend for more than four 

weeks the Council reserves the right to replace you with another trader who wishes to trade from 

that location. 

 

5.14 If it is considered to be in the interests of the ongoing sustainability of markets and street trading 

within the Borough of Hackney, for example due to redevelopment of a particular area, pitch 

location, pitch dimensions and orientation may be varied following consultation and reasonable 

notice. 

 

5.15 Hackney Council will not accept responsibility for any loss or damage suffered by Licence holders 

due to any trading pitch relocation decision or any other actions taken by us. 

 

5.16 Council Officers will from time to time inspect market stall set-ups to ensure an acceptable standard 

of appearance is maintained and request appropriate changes to enhance market locations. 

 

6.  PITCH SIZE 

 

6.1 A Licensed Street Trader shall not exceed the Pitch Limits (including where no stalls are placed on 

an adjacent pitch). An Awning may be permitted to extend 30cm (12”) at the front of the Pitch Limits 

but no articles are to be suspended from the Awning beyond the Pitch Limits. 

 

6.2 The trading area shall not exceed the dimensions specified on the Licence and any Pitch Limits 

marked on the ground or otherwise identified on the Licence during trading hours, except during 

immediate re-stocking. NO goods, boxes, containers, displays, waste or any other articles shall be 

placed outside the perimeter or within the immediate vicinity of the Pitch Limits except during 

immediate re-stocking. 

 

6.3 A Licensed Street Trader shall not at any time cover or obstruct any fire hydrant or public utilities 

access point or pedestrian access to bus stops or crossings, or the free flow of open traffic lanes. 

 

6.4 A Licensed Street Trader shall not cause or permit any Receptacle, part of a Receptacle, vehicles, 

Goods or other articles whatsoever to project or be played beyond the Pitch Limits or above the 

height of three metres (10’) from the ground.  

 

6.5 The distance above ground level of any part of any roof, Awning, or support of a Stall or Goods 

suspended from any of these, shall (unless a dispensation has been granted by the Council in 

writing) be at least 2.3 metres (7’6”) and a maximum of 3 metres (10’). The roof, Awning or any 

other projection shall be contained within the Pitch Limits unless approved by an Authorised Officer 

in writing. 

 

6.6 Licensed Street Traders shall not use feeder barrows, feeder vehicles or feeder Receptacles for 

the display of Goods. 



 

6.7 On miscellaneous sites where there is no specified pitch size, the normal single pitch size will be 

deemed to be 3m x 3m. 

 

6.8 Licensed Street Traders who display Goods which encroach a pitch which is not designated to 

them will be required to pay for additional pitches and will potentially receive enforcement sanctions 

for contravention of this Licence condition. 

 

7.  GOODS & COMMODITIES 

 

7.1 Only those Commodities or Goods specified on the Licence may be sold from the Licence Street 

Trading Pitch and traders shall be limited to the group of Commodities listed on the Licence. The 

Council reserves the right to allow more than one trader to sell the same Commodity as another 

trader or shop in the market in that area. The Council’s decision as to Commodities sold and the 

numbers and positions of traders in the various Commodity groups is final. 

 

7.2 Street Trading Licence holders and their Managers/Assistants must at all times adhere to our 

Commodity framework, the aim of which is to regulate the types of Goods sold at the markets in 

order to promote a safe, healthy and inclusive environment for both Licenced traders and their 

customers. Goods are to comply with the requirements of current consumer safety and/or 

copyright/trade/Olympic brand protection legislation; they are to be fit for purpose and of 

satisfactory quality (as described), and an advisory notice in writing provided where the Goods are 

second hand, soiled, damaged or Catalogue Returns. 

 

7.3 All Goods are to be clearly priced and displayed clearly. Licence holders offering a service shall 

make clear the nature and cost of that service. 

 

7.4 All weighing scales and indications of price are to be in clear and unobstructed view of the 

customer. 

 

7.5 The sale of Goods deemed by the Council to be offensive, dangerous or pornographic, or that is 

believed to be counterfeit, or that can release a projectile or can be modified to that end, is 

prohibited. 

 

7.6 At their Stall, permanent and temporary Licence holders must not sell, offer for sale, advertise, 

display or expose any Goods other than those specified in their Licence. If they wish to change the 

Commodities specified in their Licence, then they must make written representation to the Market 

Service and apply for a variation via the OLP.  

 

7.7 If a Street Trading Licence permits the sale of more than one Commodity and it appears to the 

Markets Service that the License holder has not consistently displayed for sale a particular named 

Commodity, that Commodity may be removed from the Licence. In this context. ‘consistently 

displayed’ means that the Commodity concerned has been displayed for sale on every Trading Day 

at which the License holder has presented themselves for Street Trading purposes within three 

consecutive months and that it appears to us to comprise at least 25% of their displayed stock. 

 

7.8 We may, subject to human rights considerations, prohibit the sale of certain lawful Goods as not 

being appropriate for Street Trading or because they are not consistent with Council policy or 

national policy. Licence holders will be given reasonable notice if this is proposed. Any such 

prohibition may either be general in nature or be subject to restrictions (e.g. apply only to new 

Licence holders). 

 



7.9 Licence holders shall not mislead the public about their legal rights, either orally or by displaying 

signs e.g. ‘no goods exchanged’ or ‘no refunds given’. Any signage intended for this purpose must 

be approved by the Markets Service before it is permitted to be used. 

 

7.10 Ignorance of the law is not a defence. All Street Trading Licence holders and their 

Managers/Assistants must familiarise themselves with and adhere to such legislation relating to 

their Goods, Commodities or service. Licence holders are encouraged to seek further advice from 

the Markets Service if they are unclear about their obligations. 

 

7.11 We will take action to stop any practice that we consider misleading, inappropriate, contrary to the 

interests or statutory rights of customers, or which is likely to give the market a bad reputation and 

may also refer the matter to the appropriate agency for investigation and action. 

 

7.12 Real Deal - a Licensed Street Trader is prohibited from supplying illegal Goods, which 

includes stolen Goods, suspected stolen Goods, counterfeit/pirated Goods, unsafe Goods, tobacco 

or other nicotine Goods and alcoholic Goods.  

 

 

8. TRADING DAYS AND TIMES 

 

8.1 Street Trading may only take place on the days and times permitted on the Street Trading Licence. 

Pitch charges must be paid whether or not the permanent Licence holder has traded. 

 

8.2 Market Street Trading operational hours are set out as follows; 

 

 

Market Set-up Time 
Traders & 
vehicles 

Vehicles out 
of Market 

Market open 
for trading 
( Trading 

Day) 

Trading Ends 
 

( Trading 
Day) 

Stalls cleared 
and vehicles 

out of 
market* 

Ridley Road 
Market 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Christmas 
Week, from 
17th to 24th 
December 

From 06:00 
Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From 06:00 
hours 

09:30 Hours 
Monday to 
Thursday 
09:00 Hours 
Friday & 
Saturday 
 
 
 
09:00 hours 
Monday to 
Saturday 

09:30 Hours 
Monday to 
Thursday 
09:00 Hours 
Friday & 
Saturday 
 
 
 
09:00 Hours 
Monday to 
Saturday 

17:00 Hours 
Monday to 
Thursday 
18:00 Hours 
Friday & 
Saturday 
 
Vehicles must 
not enter the 
market until 
16:00 
 
 
18:00 Hours 
Monday to 
Saturday 

18:00 Hours 
Monday to 
Thursday 
19:00 Hours 
Friday & 
Saturday 
 
 
 
19:00 Hours 
Monday to 
Saturday 

Hoxton Street 
Market 

From 06:00 
Hours 

10:30 Hours 
Monday to 
Friday  
09:00 Hours 
Saturday 

10:30 Hours 
Monday to 
Friday  
09:00 Hours 
Saturday 

16:00 Hours 17:00 Hours 

Broadway From 06:00 09:00 Hours 09:00 Hours 17:00 Hours 18:00 Hours 



Market 
(Saturday 

only) 

Hours 

Chatsworth 
Road Market 

(Sunday only) 

From 08:00 
Hours 

10:00 Hours 10:00 Hours 16:00 Hours 17:00 Hours 

Kingsland 
Waste Market 

From 07:00 
Hours 

09:00 Hours 09:00 Hours 16:00 Hours 17:00 Hours 

 * Time limit applies to trader owned Stalls, those setup in bulk for the market and hired out to stall 

holders have agreed contractor times for setting up and breaking down Stalls. 

 

8.2.1 On Trading Days between 17 December and 24 December all markets will be permitted to 

extend their operational hours upon agreement with the Market Manager (excluding Ridley Road 

Market which already has extended opening hours). 

 

8.3 Licensed Street Traders and/or their Assistants shall remove their Receptacles, Goods and Stalls 

(where Stalls have not been provided by the Council) at the end of each Trading Day specified on 

the Licence at the times set out in condition 8.2 above for each of the Council’s markets or the time 

stated on the Licensed Street Traders Licence if earlier.  

 

8.4 The “Stalls cleared and vehicles out of market” times set out in condition 8.2 are the latest times 

that Receptacles and Trader owned Stalls must be removed from the Licensed Street Trading 

Pitch, and either taken by the trader/assistant or taken to an agreed place of storage off of the 

market. Any barrow, trailer, vehicle or Stall left at a market or any adjacent street shall be removed 

by the Council and taken to a place of storage. Any barrow, Stall, Receptacle, trailer or vehicle 

removed by the Council from a market or a street adjacent to a market shall not be returned to the 

Licensed Street Trader until all costs and charges associated with the removal and storage of the 

same have been paid in full by the owner or the Licensed Street Trader 

 

8.5 All Licensed Street Traders remain responsible for their vehicle at all times. The Street Trading 

Licence does not confer any permission or right to park a vehicle within the trading area. Vehicles 

must abide by parking regulations including, but not limited to, loading and unloading, parking 

correctly in appropriate bays and properly displaying any required permit and clear identification of 

market trader and pitch designation. 

 

8.6 A Licensed Street Trader shall not leave a vehicle in the street in which he Street Trades when that 

street is in operation as a market except for the purpose of loading and unloading Goods within the 

hours permitted in any traffic management order made in respect of the street. Such loading and 

unloading shall be carried out as soon as reasonably practicable and the vehicle removed 

immediately once loading/unloading has been completed to an authorised parking place outside 

the market. Nothing in this condition permits or purports to permit a Licensed Street Trader to 

contravene the terms of any parking restrictions or traffic management order that apply to the street. 

 

8.7 All vehicle movement associated with the market operation shall, regardless of the time of day, be 

at a maximum of 5 miles per hour and hazard warning lights must be on. When loading/unloading 

their vehicles, all Licensed Street Traders shall cause as little obstruction and inconvenience to the 

general public, other traders or Council staff and contractors as possible.  

 

8.7.1 Any market which operates an exemption list for traders shall comply with the times stated 

on the signage within the market. A Licensed Street Trader may hold two vehicles on the exemption 



list at any time. The vehicle must belong to the Licensed Street Trader or Manager/Assistant and 

a copy of the V5C document must be provided before registering vehicles.  

 

8.7.2 Licensed Street Traders must unload their vehicle of any Goods and remove vehicle within 

one hour of arrival. All vehicles must have left the market by the times listed in 8.2. Failure to adhere 

may result in retrospective enforcement action. 

 

8.8 Traders must comply with requirements to ensure emergency access to markets at all times. 

 

8.9 Licensed Street Traders must be set up, vehicle removed and ready for trade by the start of the 

market Trading Day as listed in 8.2.  

 

8.10 Any Licenced Street Trader trading or operating outside of a market or Street Trading sites agreed 

operating hours will be considered as illegally trading and will receive enforcement sanctions up to 

and including revocation of Licence and a £1000 fine. 

 

8.11 If a Ridley Road Market Permanent Licensed Street Trader is not present on the market 

by 08:30, Monday to Thursday, their right to trade on that day is lost, unless permission to set up 

late has been granted by Council Market Inspectors. Permanent Licensed Street Traders must be 

present by 8am Friday and Saturday or they lose their right to trade on that day. 

 

9.  REFUSE & WASTE 

 

9.1 Licence holders and their Manager/Assistants must contain all Refuse in an appropriate manner, 

using containers or bags provided or approved by the Council and which shall be kept exclusively 

for that purpose. They must cooperate to enable such containers and bags to be removed or 

emptied as often as may be necessary into any vehicle or other Receptacle provided for the 

purpose. Such containers should be kept as clean as reasonably practical. The Licensee shall keep 

the pitch area clean and swept of any debris throughout the Trading Day, in particular it shall be 

the duty of every licensee to pick up all litter, debris packaging and detritus both within and outside 

their pitch area that has been produced in the course of his/her business or could reasonably be 

assumed to have been so produced.  

 

9.2 The Council reserves the right to specify the level of waste collection that is included in the Licence 

fee and reserve the right to make additional charges for any excess waste generated. For the 

purposes of assessing the level of waste generated, any Refuse left on a Licence holder’s pitch or 

which can otherwise be reasonably attributed to them will be included.  

 

9.3 Licensed Street Traders shall ensure that they familiarise themselves with and comply with all 

specific requirements for waste management on the market they attend.  

 

9.4 Licensed Street Traders shall keep their pitch and the immediate area around the pitch clean at all 

times during the course of trading and must ensure that the pitch is left in a clean and tidy state at 

the end of trading. The Council reserves the right to charge a Licensed Street Trader the additional 

cost of cleaning the pitch where the Licensed Street Trader has left the pitch in a dirty and poor 

state at the end of trading. Any Licenced Street Trader cooking on site must ensure that there are 

no fat, oil or other deposits made on their pitch or anywhere within the market area.  

 

9.5 Street Trading Licence holders shall ensure that all wastewater is collected in a secure container 

or otherwise discharged in such a manner so as not to cause a nuisance. It is the responsibility of 

the Licence holder to ensure that any legal requirements concerning wastewater are complied with, 



for example, formal consent to dispose of trade effluent into a public sewer. Failure to provide 

sufficient evidence of such compliance will be deemed a breach of this trading condition. 

 

9.6 Licensed Street Traders shall ensure that crates, trolleys or similar used to deliver or transport 

Goods into the market are removed immediately from the market after delivery. It shall be the 

responsibility of traders to dispose of such items or materials. 

 

9.7 Licensed Street Traders and/or their Manager/Assistant shall not cause a container used for the 

purpose of storing Animal By-Product to be exposed in the market or cause such waste to leak or 

escape from the container.  

 

9.8 All Food waste must be contained in a suitable manner to avoid leakage and damage to the Council 

footways/carriageways. The cost of rectifying any damage will be re-charged to the Licensee and 

Persistent on-going concerns may result in review of the Licence. Approved ground cover must be 

placed on the footway/carriageway to avoid oil and food spillages to prevent damage. 

 

9.9 Licensed Street Traders are required to have in place a commercial waste agreement with a 

registered carrier of waste if fish waste or any other waste covered under the Animal By-Product 

legislation is a part of the Licensed Street Traders’ Street Trading operations.  

 

9.10 All Animal By-Product waste shall be stored in a sealable container approved by the 

Council’s Environmental Enforcement/Health Officers and disposed of in accordance with all 

requirements under the food hygiene legislation. No Animal By-Product shall be allowed to drain 

onto the street or into the public drainage system. 

 

9.11 Licensed Street Traders who produce fish waste or any other waste covered under the 

Animal By-Product legislation as part of their Street Trading operations must provide valid waste 

transfer notes, confirming their waste carrier, upon request from an Authorised Officer. 

 

9.12 Licensed Street Traders and their Managers/Assistants are expected to recycle cardboard 

boxes and support the collection of refuse by removing any unwanted products from boxes, flat 

packing all the cardboard and stacking neatly adjacent to their Stall, ready for collection. 

 

9.13 Licenced traders trading in fruit and vegetables are to place all waste in the organic 

sack/bin provided and tie sacks when full. Contamination of waste is not acceptable and if identified 

will result in an enforcement sanction issued and potential prosecution and or revocation of your 

Licence. 

 

9.14 Licensed Street Traders shall ensure all cooking waste such as oil/fat is contained and 

disposed of appropriately and on no account should be poured into drainage systems.  

 

9.15 Street Trading Licence holders and their Managers/Assistants will be held accountable for 

the costs to unblock drains/gullies if evidence supports that  Animal By-Product, fishwater/waste, 

grease/oil have been deposited into drains and gullies gullies. In addition to recovery of costs, those 

responsible may be subject to further enforcement sanctions, which could lead to a 

revocation/refusal to renew a Licence. 

 

9.16 Licensed Street Traders who have a shop premises in addition to a Street Trading Licence 

must arrange a separate trade waste agreement and not dispose of shop waste onto the market.  

 

9.17 Where hot or cold food is prepared for immediate consumption and provided to customers 

in containers, such containers must be made of recyclable/biodegradable materials. 



 

9.18 All pallets and trolleys/carts and cages (used to carry and store stock or for the purposes 

of transporting stock around the market area must be removed from the market after setting up. 

Traders must remove/arrange collection of all pallets and trolleys/carts and cages from the market 

at the end of each Trading Day. It is the traders responsibility to remove all pallets and trolleys/carts 

and cages and not to discard or dump them on the market area or side streets. Any discarded or 

dumped pallets/trolleys/carts and cages will be treated as fly-tipping and appropriate enforcement 

sanctions taken against perpetrators may be taken to include issuance of Fixed Penalty Notice/s 

or prosecution proceedings and or revocation of the Street Trading Licence. 

 

10.  DISPLAY OF LICENCE NAME PLATE 

 

10.1 Licensed Street Traders shall at all times display their Licence & Name Plate in a prominent 

visible position on the Stall at all times, so that it can be easily read by any officer or person. 

 

10.2 All Street Trading Licence holders (whether permanent or temporary) and their 

Managers/Assistants are required to possess a Licence and Assistant ID card supplied by us, which 

they must display or be able to produce immediately upon request by an Authorised Officer of the 

Council during the Trading Day. Failure to do so will be considered a breach of these conditions. 

 

10.3 No Advertisement shall be displayed at the Licensed Street Trading Pitch which relates to 

any Goods, Commodities or services other than the Goods offered for sale at the pitch.  

 

11.  HEALTH AND SAFETY 

 

11.1 All Licensed Street Traders must adhere to safe working practices and promote this by: 

 

11.1.1 Knowing their individual responsibilities, and responsibilities as employers in relation to the 

Health and Safety at Work Act 1974. 

 

11.1.2 Adhere to all safety measures whether given verbally or in writing. 

 

11.1.3 Ensure working practices in their area of responsibility are kept up to date. 

 

11.2 All Licensed Street Traders will complete an annual risk assessment, a copy of which will 

be given to the Markets Service, and follow all measures identified in the same to mitigate any risks 

identified. 

 

11.3 The use of electricity is restricted to lighting only unless otherwise agreed in writing with 

the Markets Service. 

 

11.4 All other electrical equipment must be approved by the Council in writing before being used 

at a Stall. All electrical equipment must be tested by a suitably qualified electrician at the Licensed 

Street Trader’s expense and copies of electrical safety test certificates must be deposited with the 

Council before written approval will be given by the Council. 

 

11.5 Licensed Street Traders shall provide to the Council (Markets and Environmental Health) 

annually a Gas Safety Certificate pursuant to the Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 

1998 all gas equipment at the Licensed Street Trading Pitch. All gas equipment/canisters must be 

installed by a commercial Gas Safe Register engineer and used in accordance with legislative 

requirements and health and safety guidance for such equipment. Camping equipment is strictly 

prohibited. 



 

11.6 All electrical equipment used at a Stall shall display a safety tag to demonstrate that the 

equipment has passed the necessary safety test and the date on which it was last tested. 

 

11.7 All electrical connections/cabling must be weather resistant and manufactured for 

external/outdoor use (for example arctic cables with caravan style plugs). They should be placed 

and maintained to prevent any electrical short circuit or danger from electric shock, and not create 

a hazard. 

 

11.8 All arrangements to connect Stalls to adjacent Premises for electricity must notify the 

Council in writing in advance unless in the case of an emergency or circumstances sufficiently 

unforeseeable, in which case the Council must be notified within 24 hours of such arrangements 

being introduced. All connections shall be readily detachable and shall not obstruct a street, and 

meet all health and safety regulations. 

 

11.9 All Licensed Street Traders intending to use an electrical supply must obtain the Council’s 

written consent before seeking installation of the supply by an electricity supplier. Where the 

supplier of electricity is not the Council, the Licensed Street Trader and the electricity supplier shall 

indemnity the Council in writing in respect of the safety of the supply before written consent is given 

by the Council.  

 

11.10 Licensed Street Traders shall disconnect from an electrical supply when directed to do so 

by an Authorised Officer and given the reasons for this request. 

 

11.11 All electrical cables that are suspended over a street shall have a minimum clearance of 

2.3m (7’6”) from the footway surface and 5.3m (17’6”) from the surface of the road, and as far as 

possible away from pedestrian areas. Licensed Street Traders shall ensure that electrical supplies 

are used in a manner that ensures full compliance with all health and safety legislation. Cables are 

not to be placed on the ground on footpaths/public areas. 

 

11.12 The use of mobile electrical generators and their location must be approved in writing by 

the Council prior to their use. Mobile electrical generators will need to be positioned so as to ensure 

that: 

 

11.12.1 They do not present a danger to the public; 

 

11.12.2 They do not present a fire or similar hazard risk to the Stall or Goods displayed; 

 

11.12.3 They do not produce fumes or any airborne solids, beyond that reasonably expected in 

normal use, having regard to the proper functioning of any equipment; 

 

11.12.4 They operate and do not produce any noise or vibration that disturbs other traders; 

 

11.12.5 Any inflammable fuel not being used shall be stored away from the Stall in a location 

and container approved by the London Fire Authority. 

 

11.13 Any generator shall be turned off at the request of an Authorised Officer and the reasons 

for this request will be given. 

 

11.14 A Licensed Street Trader shall not use an electrical supply without the Council’s written 

consent or may be subject to the enforcement actions listed in section 20. 

 



11.15 A Licensed Street Trader will be held liable for damage to any installation or facility provided 

by us for the purpose of supplying electricity, water or other amenity, if it is shown that such damage 

was caused by their actions or neglect or that of their registered Managers/Assistants or other 

person acting on their behalf. The matter may also be referred to other agencies (e.g. the police) 

for action and may result in potential revocation of your Street Trading Licence. 

 

11.16 All Licensed traders shall ensure that electricity bollard covers are secured at the close of 

each Trading Day. Faults should be reported to the market officer immediately. 

 

11.17 A Street Trading Licence holder will be subject to automatic suspension of a trading 

Licence and trading privileges if it is proven they or anyone registered to their Licence tamper with, 

or use an electricity supply of the Council without payment. Any trader proven to have caused 

damage to any Council installation or equipment will be required to pay the full cost of any repair 

or replacement. Any trader/Manager or Assistant responsible for such acts may be subject to a 

separate prosecution or civil proceedings. 

 

11.18 All Licenced traders should not bring or allow any animal onto your pitch or within the 

market area at any time. 

 

11.19 No machinery shall be operated at a Licensed Street Trading Pitch without the written 

consent of the Council. 

 

11.20 All parts of any machinery that could cause injury shall be covered or fenced in when in 

motion.  

 

11.21 All Stalls or vehicles or parts thereof used for cooking shall be equipped with a dry powder 

type fire extinguisher, fire blankets and a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher which shall be placed 

near any electrical installation to the satisfaction of the Fire Service Authority/Council officers. 

 

11.22 The Council reserves the right to check all or any equipment used by Licensed Street 

Traders, at any time. The trader will immediately give access upon request from an Authorised 

Officer. 

 

11.23 All Licensed Street Traders selling high risk food must provide hand washing facilities at 

their Stall. This must include a supply of hot water, towels, a bowl and soap (preferably a liquid 

soap dispenser). Separate washing facilities must be used for knives and other serving implements 

used. A sufficient supply of hot water is required; Hot water cannot be supplied from a thermos 

flask. The hand washing facilities must be of a type approved by the Council. 

 

11.24 Prepared cooked food may only be offered and sold from Council approved fit for purpose 

catering equipment and in accordance with food safety legislation. 

 

11.25 The cost of additional cleansing required in any market relating to the cooking, display or 

sale of food will be re-charged to all food sellers in that market. 

 

11.26 When Applying for a Street Trading Licence, only traders that have achieved a minimum 

standard of a 3* food hygiene rating will be considered for a Street Trading Licence. 

 

11.27 During the lifetime of the Street Trading Licence, any premises which receives a food 

hygiene rating of a 1* or 2* shall have their Licence temporarily suspended until such time they 

complete the reasonable adjustment and receive a 3* or higher on the follow up visit. Any trader 

that fails to achieve this will have their Street Trading Licence revoked. 



 

11.26 All Licensed Street Traders shall comply with the electrical safety agreement in advance 

of using electricity on any market. 

 

12.  STALLS 

 

12.1 The Council exercise the right to designate the type of Stall/gazebo that can be used for 

trading purposes in each designated market and Street Trading location, If it is considered to be in 

the interests of the ongoing sustainability of markets and Street Trading within the Borough of 

Hackney, for example due to redevelopment of a particular area, the type of Stall/gazebo 

authorised to use for trading may be varied following consultation and reasonable notice. 

 

12.2 Hackney Council will not accept responsibility for any loss or damage suffered by Street 

Trading Licence holders due to any Stall/gazebo purchase decision made without written 

permission or authorisation by the Council or any other actions taken by us. 

 

12.3 Any Stalls/gazebos provided by the Council must be kept in good repair, and any damages 

to the Receptacles may be chargeable to the Street Trading Licence holder. 

 

12.4 All Licensed Street Traders must trade from a Stall/gazebo approved by the Council, 

consisting of a full frame, canopy/Awnings, and weights when required, that fits their pitch; unless 

the Council has specifically undertaken to provide a Stall/gazebo. Alternatively, traders may apply 

to trade from a Stall Vehicle designed for that purpose, which must be approved by the Council.  

 

12.5 Where the Council provides a Stall/gazebo this is to be used carefully and all reasonable 

care taken. The Council reserves the right to charge the Street Trading Licence holder for any 

damage to the Stall/gazebo, either for repairs or buying replacement parts. 

 

12.6 Where Awnings/covers/canopies/trims are provided by the Council, they must be used by 

the Licensed Street Trader. 

 

12.7 Any Stall/gazebo deemed to present a risk or hazard shall, at the request of an Authorised 

Officer, be removed from the market immediately. A Licensed Street Trader shall ensure that any 

Stall, gazebo, barrow, Receptacle, etc. is safe in its construction, sitting, erection and use and shall 

not cause injury to any person. 

 

12.8 Licensed Street Traders or their Manager/Assistants shall remove the Stall and Goods for 

so long as may be necessary in the event of extreme circumstances and when reasonably required 

to do so by an Authorised Officer. 

 

12.9 All Stalls/gazebos/receptacle/trading vehicles shall be identified with the name of the owner 

or Licensed Street Trader if they are the owner. If a Licenced Street Trader is found leaving a 

stall/gazebo,receptacle,trailer or other type of trading vehicle overnight in a trading pitch, 

parking space and/or loading bay they will be charged the daily rate until it has been removed. 

Failure to remove it will result in revocation of their street trading licence. 

 

12.10 All Stalls shall be on an approved type, suitable for the purpose to which it is to be used, 

and shall be kept in a clean condition and in good repair. A Stall shall be repaired and/or repainted 

within one month of a written request from the Council and shall be repainted in an approved colour 

at least once every two years. 

 



12.11 A Stall that is or becomes unfit for purpose of Street Trading or beyond repair in the opinion 

of the Council must be replaced with one fit for purpose within one month of a written request by 

the Council. 

 

12.12 Fabrics or other sheet materials used in the construction of that Stalls, roof coverings, 

drapes or Awnings shall be rendered flame retardant and maintained in that condition to the 

satisfaction of the London Fire Authority. 

 

12.13 Canopies, clips, display goods and other similar items must be positioned in a way so as 

to cause no risk or danger to pedestrians or vehicles.  

 

12.14 Licensed Street Traders must not place any Goods or equipment in the Licensed pitch 

such that they encroach or extend beyond the confines of their pitch, unless they have permission 

from Authorised Officers. 

 

12.15 All structures, scaffolds and poles are to be within the perimeter of the pitch. Overhangs 

are only permitted with the agreement of an Authorised Officer, and if allowed must not cause a 

hindrance to others, an obstruction or a danger to pedestrians/vehicles.  

 

12.16 Licensed Street Traders shall ensure that they familiarise themselves with and comply with 

any specific requirements for stalls on the market they attend. 

 

12.17 All tables or other furniture for presentation and sale of Goods, shall be properly designed 

and professionally made for such a purpose and able to withstand the rigours of Street Trading. 

Makeshift structures are not acceptable. 

 

12.18 All avenues, gangways, passages and other areas between pitches and adjacent highways 

must be kept free of obstructions. 

 

12.19 Council Officers will from time to time inspect market stall set-ups to ensure an acceptable 

standard of appearance is maintained and request appropriate changes to enhance market 

locations. 

 

12.20 Any Stall/Gazebo rented from the Council must be paid for in advance of your attendance 

to trade. If you fail to attend the Market/Street Trading site after requesting use of one of the Council 

Stalls/Gazebos, the fee will be added to your next invoice or pitch payment. The Council is not 

liable for any charges you incur through non-attendance. 

 

13.  INSURANCE 

 

13.1 A Licensed Street Trader shall have public liability insurance in the sum of £5,000,000 (five 

million pounds) in respect of any one event approved by the Council in writing and must produce 

to the Council on request the current receipt for payment of the insurance premium. A copy of the 

certificate of insurance shall be provided to the Council within seven days of a request being made.  

 

13.2 All Street Trading Licence holders must provide the Market Service with sight of originals 

of applicable insurance certificate at the time their Licence is granted and whenever they make any 

changes to the policy. They must also provide originals of all renewals no later than seven days 

before the previous certificate expires. We reserve the right to make further copies or contact the 

insurance company at any point if we deem it necessary to do so. 

 



13.3 All Street Trading Licence holders are prohibited from trading at any time unless they have 

valid insurance cover and contravention of this condition will result in appropriate enforcement 

sanction being applied. In the event of a query regarding insurance, or as part of routine checking, 

a market officer may request sight of any relevant documentation and/or the Licence holder may 

be required to produce such documentation at the offices of the Markets Service. Failure to produce 

insurance certificates within seven days when requested by an Authorised Officer of the Council 

will lead to temporary suspension from trading until the certificate is produced and the Council is 

satisfied with the level of cover. 

 

14.  STORAGE 

 

14.1 Licensed Street Traders who Street Trade in Food Stuffs shall notify the Council in writing 

of any change of address or addresses at which the Stall and any Goods are stored. Such notice 

shall be given within seven days of such change and the Council reserves the right to conduct an 

inspection to confirm storage at the address and to ensure that the storage space complies with all 

relevant legislation.  

 

14.2 Licensed Street Traders who lease a container from the Council must not fall into more 

than two months arrears. The containers must only be used to store items that are legal and within 

the Commodity Regulations, and relate to their trading on the market.  

 

14.3 The Council reserves the right to request the revocation of a leased container if the 

Licenced Street Trader has Persistent arrears. The Council will provide 28 days notice of revocation 

of container to facilitate the Licensed Street Trader to make alternative storage arrangements. 

 

14.4 The container must be made available for inspection by an Authorised Officer’s request, 

failure to comply with these rules will result in the Council repossessing the container and any 

outstanding fees will still be owed.  

 

14.5 Any damages to the container(s) leased from the Council that incurs repair charges are 

not the liability of the Council and will be chargeable to the Street Trading Licence holder. 

 

14.6 Subletting of any leased container by a Street Trading Licence holder will result in the 

issuance of 28 days notice to remove Goods and the Council will revoke the leased container. Any 

costs accrued in the process will be chargeable to the Street Trading Licence holder. 

 

14.7 The Council reserves the right to request the return of a leased container if the Licenced 

Street Trader has not attended the market for 51% of the trading day on the Licence over a period 

of three months. The council will provide 28 days notice of revocation of container to facilitate the 

Licensed Street Trader to make alternative storage arrangements. 

 

15.  EMPLOYED MANAGER AND/OR ASSISTANTS 

 

15.1 All Street Trading Licence holders must register each of their Managers/Assistants when 

they first apply for a Street Trading Licence and also inform the Market Service of any change of 

Assistant or recruitment of an additional Assistant within seven days. A maximum of one Manager 

& three Assistants can be registered on the Licence.  

 

15.2 A Temporary Licensed Street Trader may employ up to four Assistants. 

 



15.3 A full registration providing the details as set out below must be submitted to the Market 

Service by the Street Trading Licence holder in respect of each and every Manager/Assistant to be 

employed by the Licence holder: 

 

- Written details of the Assistant’s full name, address, date of birth, email address, mobile and 

landline phone number, where applicable. 

- One identical and up-to-date full face passport photograph of the Manager/Assistant. 

- The Assistant’s valid NI number, copy of a valid UK passport (or overseas passport with work 

permit) and/or other satisfactory evidence that they are eligible to work in the UK, such as a letter 

from the Home Office. 

- Proof that they are covered by both Public liability and where applicable, Employer liability, 

insurances. 

- Proof of payment of the appropriate fee. 

- Any other information that we may reasonably require or consider relevant. 

 

15.4 Licenced Street Traders may only make four changes to their registered 

Managers/Assistants on their Licence in one calendar year unless prior approval has been sought 

by the Market Service. If the number of registered Manager/Assistant changes are likely to exceed 

four in any one calendar year, prior approval must be sought from the Market Service before any 

more Assistants can be registered. 

 

15.5 A registered Assistant can only be registered to a maximum of two permanent traders 

during a twelve month period. 

 

15.6 Only a Manager/Assistant registered with the Council may work on a Stall. Any Manager 

or Assistant must apply for a Markets ID card and their completed application must be presented 

to the Council within seven days of starting work on the market for a Licensed Trader.  

 

15.7 Any Manager/Assistant whose registration has expired and who is not in the process of 

completing full registration will be regarded as unregistered. The use of unregistered 

Managers/Assistants by a Licence holder is a breach of Licence conditions. 

 

15.8 A Licensed Street Trader shall not employ a Young Person in any capacity in the course 

of Street Trading unless that Person is registered with a Local Authority and a work permit has 

been issued. A written record shall be kept of the hours of work of any Young Person Employed 

together with the duties performed. This record shall be produced to an Authorised Officer upon 

request.  

 

15.9 A Manager/Assistant shall carry their Markets ID card at all times when working for the 

Licensed Street Trader, and present it to Markets Officers/Council officers when requested (as per 

Section 2.9.2) (of proposed terms). 

 

15.10 Street Trading Licence holders must supervise any Assistant that they employ. If their 

Manager/Assistant breaches any of the conditions of the Street Trading Licence, then the Licence 

holder will be liable for the breach and enforcement sanction may follow as a result. This may be 

in addition to any action taken against the Assistant. 

 

15.11 When a person ceases to be their Manager/Assistant, the License holder must notify the 

Council of that fact within seven calendar days and the Manager/Assistant will be required to 

surrender their ID card, if any has been issued.  

 

15.12 No new Assistant will be registered to a permanent trader if he/she has arrears of charges. 



 

15.13 A Street Trading Licence holder cannot be a registered Manager/Assistant on another 

Street Trading Licence holder’s Street Trading Licence within the London Borough of Hackney.  

 

15.14 Registered Managers/Assistants cannot hold their own personal Street Trading Licence 

whilst still registered as a Manager/Assistant for another Street Trading Licence holder in the 

London Borough of Hackney. 

 

15.15 Any Managers/Assistants found to be in violation of any conditions within this document 

will have their Assistant’s Licence revoked on any Street Trading Licence for which they appear 

on. 

 

16.  ASSISTANCE TO AUTHORISED OFFICERS 

16.1 A Licensed Street Trader or Manager/Assistant shall give immediate assistance to 

Authorised Officers when requested to do so. This includes requests to meet with a Licence holder 

to discuss any concerns or contraventions. 

 

16.2 A Licensed Street Trader and/or Manager/Assistant shall not use rude or offensive 

language or behave in an aggressive manner when dealing with an Authorised Officer or member 

of the Council. 

 

16.3 A Licensed Street Trader and/or Manager/Assistant must not commit any acts of 

harassment (whether racial, sexual or otherwise) against an Authorised Officer. 

 

17.3 If any Licenced Street Trader and/or Manager/Assistant provides information to an 

Authorised Officer when requested, that is later found to be false or misleading, the Council may 

consider revoking the Licence in question. 

 

16.4 A Licensed Street Trader and/or Manager/Assistant shall not make offers to bribe, induce 

or act fraudulently when or in connection with Enforcement, Planning, Regeneration, Street or Shop 

Front Trading in and around the vicinity of a Council market or Street Trading site. 

 

17.  ABSENCES AND SICKNESS 

 

This section applies to Permanent Licensed Street Traders only 

 

17.1 In any cases of sickness/pregnancy where a Licence holder (and their Manager if they 

employ one) is unable to occupy their pitch, they should notify the Council on the first day of 

absence, specifying the reasons and the likely length of absence if possible. During the period of 

absence, a registered Assistant is permitted to trade on behalf of the License holder or, if they do 

not employ a Manager or an Assistant, the Council may temporarily allocate the pitch to a 

Temporary Licence holder. 

 

17.2 Licensed Street Traders shall pay all Markets and Street Trading fees and charges in 

connection with their Licence for the first four weeks of sickness. Where due to sickness a Licensed 

Street Trader is unable to trade for a period of four continuous weeks, the Licensed Street Trader 

must complete a Markets Sickness Form and return the Form to the Markets Service Admin officer 

with the medical sickness certificate duly signed from his/her GP covering the four weeks 

continuous sickness period. The Licence holder must meet the cost of obtaining any certificate[s]. 

 



17.3 Where any sickness continues for a period of more than four weeks, the holder of a Street 

Trading Licence shall submit and continue to submit monthly to the Council medical certificates for 

each four week period of sickness. If a medical certificate is not submitted at the beginning of each 

four week period of sickness to the Council, the Markets and Street Trading fees and charges in 

connection with the Street Trading Licence for the whole four week period shall be payable to the 

Council even where a medical certificate is submitted retrospectively. The Licence holder must 

meet the cost of obtaining any certificate[s]. 

 

17.4 After 12 weeks of continuous absence due to medically certified sickness and subject to 

there being no significant arrears in charges payable, we may exercise our discretion if requested 

to do so by a Street Trading Licence holder and allow a registered Manager/Assistant to act on 

behalf of a Licence holder. This does not confer on the named registered Assistant any claim over 

the pitch or associated rights following the return of the permanent Licence holder and must be 

surrendered at this point if they wish to continue acting as a registered Assistant. Such 

arrangements will be kept under review. In the event that no medical certificates are forthcoming 

we may take steps to revoke the Street Trading Licence. 

 

17.5 The Council will review the suitability of the absent Street Trading Licence holder to 

continue to hold a Permanent Street Trading Licence after six months of continuous absence and 

every six months thereafter. If it becomes the case that they are unable to return in person and 

attend their pitch to the full extent required by their Licence, then they shall be given the opportunity 

to surrender it and apply for a temporary Licence or retire on ill-health grounds, in the absence of 

a successor being nominated in accordance with 3.8 above. This condition will also apply where 

sickness exceeds six months aggregate within any 12 month period. This is without prejudice to 

our taking steps to revoke the Licence on the grounds that the Licence holder is an individual who 

has without reasonable excuse personally failed fully to Avail himself of his/her Licence. 

 

17.6 A Street Trading Licence holder is required to give written notice forty-eight hours in 

advance for holidays of a duration which is less than two weeks. For extended leave exceeding 

two weeks, the Licence holder must obtain written permission from the Market Service and ensure 

that all outstanding fees and charges have been paid. During their absence, a registered Assistant 

will be allowed to trade on their behalf or, if they do not employ an Assistant, we may allocate the 

pitch to a temporary Licence holder. 

 

17.7 Licence holders that take unauthorised leave may be subject to enforcement sanctions 

including revocation of Street Trading Licence. The Licence holder is required to pay all Street 

Trading charges regardless of sickness or holiday absence. 

 

17.8 A Licence holder who is an expectant mother shall be permitted to deposit her Licence with 

the Market Service for up to nine months or such alternative period as may be specified by law. If 

she employs a registered Assistant, then on application by the Licence holder we will allow a named 

registered Assistant to act on her behalf. This does not confer on the Assistant any claim over the 

pitch or associated rights following the return of the permanent Licence Holder. It remains the 

responsibility of the Licence Holder to pay all trading charges. If the Licence Holder has no 

registered Assistant then whilst consideration may be given to wholly or partially waiving charges 

for the period of absence, we may propose that on their return, the Licence Holder will be allocated 

a pitch different to that which they previously occupied. 

 

17.9 Any application in relation to sickness or holiday will relate solely to the financial year (1st 

of April to 31st of March the following year) in which the sickness or holiday occurred.  

 



17.10 All other requests for extended leave, on the grounds of paternity leave, religious purposes, 

carers leave or similar, will be considered on an individual basis to ensure that a fair and reasonable 

decision is made in every case. The Council’s decision shall be final. Such leave where agreed and 

credited must be for a minimum of one week. 

 

17.11 The holder of a Street Trading Licence should notify the Council in writing in advance of 

their intention and the dates on which they will be absent for a period not exceeding two weeks in 

aggregate during one financial year commencing on 1 April and ending on 31 March the following 

year, for the purpose of going on holiday. The Street Trading Licence Trader’s trading account will 

be credited in lieu of such holiday period. Such holiday period booked and credited must be for a 

minimum of one week. 

 

18.  FEES & CHARGES 

 

18.1 A Licensed Street Trader shall pay all Markets and Street Trading fees and charges in 

connection with his Licence on the dates and intervals specified by the Council upon the issue 

and/or renewal of the Licence and in the manner agreed as appropriate for payment by the Council.  

 

18.2 A Permanent Licensed Street Trader shall use one of the payment methods notified to 

them at the time of his application for a Licence or renewal of his Licence or as otherwise given in 

writing by the Council to pay their Markets and Street Trading fees and charges. We reserve the 

right to vary this general requirement with reasonable notice of not less than three months. 

 

18.3 Any Permanent Street Trader who falls into arrears of 4 weeks or more within the period 

of their Licence must either clear the debt in full or enter into an agreed repayment plan. If arrears 

continue without an agreed repayment plan, The traders Permanent Licence will be suspended 

and they will be offered the opportunity to trade as a temporary trader with a final repayment plan 

agreed to clear all monies owing. Persistent accrual or failure to clear arrears in full puts the Licence 

at risk of revocation or the Council refusing to renew the Permanent  Licence upon expiry.See also 

3.7 and 3.8 regarding permanent Licence renewal. All Fees and Charges must be fully paid within 

the financial year and any Permanent Street Trader in arrears during the renewal process will not 

have their Street Trading Licence renewed and will be prohibited from Street Trading from 1st April 

on a Permanent Street Trading Licence.   

 

18.4 All Fees and Charges must be fully paid within the financial year and any Permanent Street 

Trader in arrears during the renewal process will not have their Street Trading Licence renewed 

and will be prohibited from Street Trading from 1st April on a Permanent Street Trading Licence. 

AnyStreet Trading Licence holder who fails to clear their outstanding debt and/or persistently falls 

into significant arrears (with or without proposals to revoke being made) is considered to have 

breached their Licence conditions. We therefore reserve the right to undertake further enforcement 

sanction regardless of whether the debt is discharged in the meantime. This may include attaching 

further conditions to or varying the Licence conditions through the OLP as we consider appropriate. 

 

18.5 The Council reserves the right to commence proceedings in the County Court to recover 

all arrears. This is without prejudice to any other enforcement sanction that has been or may be 

taken by us. 

 

18.6 Street Trading Licence holders are also required to pay additional charges reasonably 

demanded by us for actions like damage to Council-owned street furniture, the production of 

excessive Refuse, damage/staining to pavements/blocked drains through discharge of Animal By-

Product or liquids within fourteen days of us demanding payment from them. This is without 

prejudice to any enforcement sanction that has been or may be taken by us or any other agency. 



 

18.7 If they fail to pay these other charges, then we reserve the right to apply a further charge 

added to the next monthly trading charge. A charge may also be made for all reasonable 

administrative costs incurred by the Council in the recovery of arrears, taking enforcement sanction 

or for additional late payments. 

 

18.8 Permanent and temporary traders are required to use an electronic payment method 

acceptable to the Market Service and use a self-service online traders’ portal to make transactions 

with the Council, this includes applications for Licences, variations making online advance 

payments for invoices and temporary trading and booking pitches. Debit or credit card payments 

can be made at the Markets office. In the event that payment is by credit card an additional fee as 

notified may be levied. Cheques submitted to the Market Service will not be accepted. 

 

18.9 Any Licenced Street Trader requesting a Street Trading Licence variation must be debt-

free, with no enforcement sanctions on file at the time of the request and for at least six months 

consecutively preceding the request.  

 

18.10 A variation of a Street Trading Licence agreed at the Officer Licensing Panel (OLP), shall 

only be permitted once every 12 months for a Commodity change (in line with the Commodity 

Regulations) and once every six months for a pitch transfer.  

 

18.11 A Licensed Street Trader shall be required to pay a non-refundable fee for an application 

to vary a Street Trading Licence at any OLP sitting (see current Council fees and charges). 

 

18.12 Temporary Licensed Street Traders can pay as follows: 

 

18.12.1 On markets where temporary traders can turn up and seek to trade on the day, they will be 

charged on the day and their pitch is allocated by the Market Officer for that day and is only 

confirmed on receipt of payment. 

 

18.12.2 Traders on miscellaneous sites can pay for up to four weeks in advance via the Markets 

Office or a Markets Officer on the market. 

 

18.12.3 Traders with confirmed pitches on weekly markets can pay for a maximum period of four 

weeks in advance via the Markets Office or a Markets Officer on the market. 

 

19.  CONDUCT & BEHAVIOUR 

 

19.1 Hackney Council will not tolerate abuse or intimidation of any sort. Street Trading Licence holders 

are required to ensure that they and their Managers/Assistants are at all times competent, 

courteous and helpful, treating members of the public, other Licence holders, Authorised Officers 

from the Market Service or any other Council officers  or officers from other agencies fairly,  

reasonably and with respect. 

 

19.2 Street Trading Licence holders or their Managers/Assistants must not commit any acts of 

harassment (whether based on race, gender, sexual orientation, age, disability, religious belief or 

other) against any person, including Council officers and their own employees. Harassment is 

considered to include, but is not limited to: 

 

- Violence or threats of violence towards any person. 

- Abusive, racial or insulting words and/or behaviour towards any person. 

- Damage or threats of damage to property belonging to another person. 



- Writing threatening, abusive or insulting graffiti/emails or other correspondence. 

- Refusal, without reasonable cause, to serve or permit access to a Stall, Licensed site, Premises 

or services. 

- Sexual acts or comments towards any person. 

- Persistent comments of a derogatory or malicious nature towards a Council officer or member of 

the public. 

- Any act or omission calculated to interfere with the peace or comfort of any person, to 

inconvenience such person or otherwise considered to bring the markets into disrepute. 

 

19.3 Street Trading Licence holders and their Managers/Assistants must co-operate in allowing Markets 

Service Officers, other staff and contractors employed by the Council or representatives from other 

agencies to carry out their duties, which includes complying with any reasonable request or 

instruction. Such requests may include the production of documents such as those related to food 

registration where applicable. 

 

19.4 Any complaints deemed by the Market Service to be of a serious nature against a Street Trading 

Licence holder and/or their Manager/Assistant by members of the public, other Licence holders, 

Council officers or relevant third parties may be regarded as grounds for preventing/suspending 

them from trading until the matter is resolved, or could lead to a revocation/refusal to renew a 

Licence.  

 

19.5 Any allegations made by Street Trading Licence holders or their Manager/Assistants against 

members of the public, other Licence holders or Council officers will always be fully investigated. 

However, if such allegations are found to be without factual basis and were made in a frivolous or 

malicious and/or disingenuous manner, then the suitability of the individual responsible for the 

allegation to hold a Street Trading Licence (whether permanent or temporary) or be a registered 

Assistant may be called into question and will also be deemed to be a breach of conditions and 

those responsible may be subject to further enforcement sanction, which could lead to a 

revocation/refusal to renew a Licence. 

 

19.6 In order to protect our community, any existing Street Trading Licence holder or who is convicted, 

cautioned, arrested, warned or admits to the commission of any offence relating to assault, criminal 

damage, drugs, dishonesty, public order, weapons or bladed articles, sexual offences, non-fatal 

offences against the person, consumer related offences (including safety, counterfeit, copyright, 

pricing and food hygiene) or the unlicensed sale and supply of alcohol will have their Licence 

reviewed to consider their continued suitability to trade or remain as a registered Assistant. In 

addition, Licence holders and their Assistants are strictly prohibited from trading whilst under the 

influence of alcohol or illegal substances. 

 

19.7 Where a Manager or an Assistant is convicted of one of the offences described above (or similar), 

the Manager/Assistant will have their Manager/Assistant card revoked and the Street Trading 

Licence holder may face further enforcement sanctions. 

 

19.8 Licensed Street Traders and/or their Manager/Assistant must not make an offer to bribe or induce 

a Council officer or act fraudulent in connection with Street Trading. If found to be doing so it will 

be deemed to be a breach of conditions and those responsible may be subject to further 

enforcement sanctions, including revocation/refusal to renew a Licence. 

 

19.9 Licensed Street Traders and/or their Manager/Assistant shall not consume or cause to be 

consumed alcohol or any illicit substance pending revocation. If found to be doing so it will be 

deemed to be a breach of conditions and those responsible may be subject to further enforcement 

sanctions, including revocation/refusal to renew a Licence. 



 

19.10 Licensed Street Traders and/or their Manager/Assistants shall not be permitted use of a radio or 

music playing device by the Licensed Street Trading Pitch unless agreed by an Authorised Officer 

in writing. If agreed it is to be only on the pitch or within the immediate vicinity, and the sound level 

produced by such a device is at a level judged by an Authorised Officer to be reasonable and which 

allows a face to face conversation between two people and does not disturb other traders or 

members of the public. 

 

19.11 A Licensed Street Trader must reduce the level of sound from any device when required to do so 

by an Authorised Officer. To play music in public a trader should have a Phonographic Performance 

Ltd Licence (PPL) and a PRS for music licence.  

 

20.  ENFORCEMENT 

 

20.1 Any Street Trading Licence holder, Manager or Assistant who contravenes any of the 

conditions of their Licence could be guilty of an offence and liable on summary conviction to a fine 

not exceeding level 3 (£1,000 as at 7th February 2012) of the standard scale as provided by section 

34(1) of the London Local Authorities Act 1990 (as amended). The Council reserves the right for 

its Authorised Officers to prosecute any person who contravenes the conditions of their Licence. 

 

20.2 Where the Council does not prosecute in the courts any person who contravenes any of 

the conditions in their Licence may be subject to one of the following penalties in their Licence. 

 

- The issue of Verbal warning, where the trader will be advised they are breaching their Terms and 

Conditions, and where appropriate be given a time period to fix the issue (time to fix issue will be 

dependent on Authorised Officer’s discretion. If the offence is deemed to be causing a major issue 

the time given may be much shorter than other offences) 

 

- Written & Final Written Warning, the Trader will be issued a formal warning in writing stating the 

offence, and if appropriate time to fix the issue (the time set will be at the discretion of the Authorised 

Officer depending on the offence committed) If persistent contraventions occur a final written 

warning will be issued. 

 

-The issue of Fixed Penalty Notices (FPN), the trader will be issued with a FPN for the offence 

committed. If an FPN is issued the Authorised Officer will document evidence in the form of notes 

and photographs (where applicable) 

 

- Seizure of Goods or other materials, where applicable the Authorised Officer may seize Goods 

and issue a FPN for the offence committed and the Goods/materials may be used in evidence if 

the Council chooses to prosecute. 

 

- Revocation of trading rights (in accepting a Licence to trade with these Standard Conditions) the 

trader hereby confirms acceptance of the right of Council to suspend them from trading in the 

circumstances set out in these regulations and further confirms they will cease trading and leave 

the market when requested to do so by an Authorised Officer of the Council or police officer. The 

Council reserves the right to skip stages where the offence or contravention is considered serious 

and appropriate to do so.  

 

20.3 Persistent breaches of these conditions may lead to proceedings for Licence revocation, 

Licence application refusal, variation of Licence conditions or the imposition of further conditions. 

Breach of certain conditions may also lead to prosecution. 

 



20.4 Persistent breach of conditions will be considered as an indication that a person is not fit 

to hold or be granted a Licence to trade within the London Borough of Hackney and may lead to 

Licence revocation, Licence application refusal, Licence variation or imposition of further 

conditions. Revocation will result in the trader being unable to apply or hold a Street Trading 

Licence in the London Borough of Hackney for the next 12 months but may reapply after this period 

for a Temporary Licence. 

 

20.6 Where it is necessary to carry out a full investigation, the case will be progressed without 

undue delay (maximum period four weeks). During this time Licence holders will be still be able to 

Street Trade at any location across the Borough until the investigation is complete: 

 

20.6.1 Once the investigation is completed unless the Licence is revoked, the trader will continue 

to trade as normal. Investigations will only be carried out by a manager within the Service 

and conducted in a confidential and timely manner. 

 

20.6.2 If an enforcement sanction is issued, the trader has the right to appeal the enforcement 

action taken against them. All appeals should be made to the Market Manager in the first 

instance in writing within seven days of any action being taken. If the action is sanctioned 

by the Markets Manager the appeal will be heard by the Service Area Manager. 

 

20.6.3 If the Licence has been revoked, the trader has the right to appeal the revocation and can 

do so in writing to the magistrates’ court within 21 days of the decision. Any revocation of 

a Permanent or Temporary Street Trading Licence will result in the trader being unable to 

apply or hold a Street Trading Licence in the London Borough of Hackney for the next 12 

months but may reapply after this period for a Temporary Licence. 

 

21.  SHARING INFORMATION WITH THIRD PARTIES 

 

21.1 The Markets Service may disclose the personal details of Licence holders to third parties who have 

a legal right to such information. This includes other regulatory and law enforcement agencies and 

those who may require the information in connection with a civil action in the Courts. 

 

21.2 To comply with money laundering legislation, the Markets Service will report any 

transactions for Street Trading Licences or charges which we consider to be suspicious to the 

relevant agencies. 

 

21.3 To comply with the proceeds of crime act (POCA), we the Markets Service may share 

information with third parties who have a legal right to such information such as HMRC and the 

National Crime Agency when investigating issues such as subletting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 2: 
 
STREET TRADING (SHOP FRONT TRADING AND TABLES AND CHAIRS) REGULATIONS 

 

Prescribing Standard Conditions Applicable to Shop Front Trading which is inclusive of 

commodities, goods and tables and chairs licences. 

 

REGULATIONS MADE BY THE LONDON BOROUGH OF HACKNEY  

PURSUANT TO SECTION 27(3) OF THE LONDON LOCAL AUTHORITIES ACT 1990 (AS AMENDED) 

PRESCRIBING STANDARD CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO SHOP FRONT TRADING AND TABLES 

AND CHAIRS LICENCES 

 

1. DEFINITIONS 

 

1.1 In the regulations, unless the context otherwise requires, the following expression shall have the 

following meanings 

a. “Advertisement” means any word, letter, model, sign, placard, board, notice, whether 

illuminated or not, in the nature, and employed wholly or partly for the purposes of 

advertisement, announcement or direction and includes any hoarding or similar structure or 

any balloon used, or adapted for use for the display of advertisements shall be constructed 

accordingly. 

b. “Authorised Officer” means an authorised officer of the Council. 

c. “Child” means a child who has not reached school leaving age. 

d. “Enforcement Sanctions” includes, but is not restricted to, prosecution, licence suspension, 

revocation, variation of licence conditions, imposition of further conditions, civil recovery 

action, injunction or a combination of these as considered appropriate. 

e. “Food Hygiene Rating” means a scheme run by the Food Standards Agency, which is  

dedicated to assessing the hygiene levels of restaurants, takeaways, food shops, and cafes, 

to ensure it is safe to consume.  

f. “Footfall” means the number of people who go into a shop or business or pass through a 

defined/specified area in a particular period of time. 

g. “Goods” means any goods, commodities, wares or merchandise for sale at a stall or business. 

https://www.food.gov.uk/


h. “Licensed Area” means an area in any street authorised as a place at which street trading may 

be engaged in by a street trader, and includes any temporary alternative place; including 

private land approved by the Council or a duly authorised officer of the Council. This will 

normally be an area adjoining the frontage of a commercial premises. 

i. “Licence Holder” means the person authorised to carry out shop front trading activity from a 

licensed area as permitted under the Act. 

j. “Parklets” mean public seating platforms that convert curbside parking spaces into vibrant 

community spaces. Typically extending the pavement to provide more space and amenities 

for people using the street.Parklets as described below may be constructed on the carriageway 

k. “Permanent Structures” means a fixed structure on the public highway that is not removed at 

the end of the trading day.The council’s highways department does not support the 

introduction of permanent structures on the public highway in front of shops and cafes. Only 

shop front trading stalls; tables and chairs will be licensed. No other paraphernalia is to be 

licensed. The granting of planning permission does not come with it any granting of Highways 

permissions. All other items on the public highway will be deemed highway obstructions. 

l. “Planters” is a general term used for pots and containers for the growing of indoor or outdoor 

plants. Receptacles can come in many shapes, materials and sizes.   

m. “Premises” means any commercial premises immediately behind the Licensed Area. 

n. “Public Highway” Essentially Public Highway can be both the maintained highway, but also the 

land to which the public has historically accessed. The public highway can be both public and 

private land. Ownership of the subsoil does not, of itself, mean the land is not public highway. 

o. “Receptacle” includes a box, vessel, table or stand or thing which is used (whether or not 

constructed or adapted for such use) as a container for the display of any article or thing or 

equipment used in the provision of any such service.  

p. “Refuse” - includes empty and discarded receptacles and any waste material. 

q. “Saturation Zones/Cumulative Impact” are areas in which a series of repeated actions/Goods, 

commodities, or the granting of additional licences, have an effect greater than the sum of their 

individual effects.  

r. “Shop Front Trading” shall have the meaning as “Street Trading” in Section 21 (1) of the 

London Local Authorities Act 1990. 

s. “Special Conditions” are such conditions as it is deemed reasonable by the Council to apply 

to any licence in addition to the Standard Conditions. 

t. “Street Trading Licence” includes licences issued for Shop Front Trading or the placing of 

tables and chairs, Parklets, Goods or commodities outside premises whether issued under the 

London Local Authorities Act 1990 (as amended) or the Highways Act 1980. 

u. “Street" includes— (a) any road or footway; (b) any other area, not being within permanently 

enclosed premises, within 7 metres of any road or footway, to which the public have access 

without payment; (c) any part of such road, footway or area; (d) any part of any housing 

development provided or maintained by a local authority under Part II of the Housing Act 1985; 

1985 c. 68. 

v. “Street Furniture” means objects placed or fixed in the street for public use, such as post-

boxes, road signs, benches, lamp posts, cycle racks, phone booths, etc.  

w. “Suspension” means the exercise of the power to enforce the temporary cessation of trading 

activities from a stall holder, his/her assistant (from using the pitch area) as may be attached 

by the Markets Service as a further licence condition or a variation of a current licence in any 

individual case where it appears reasonable in all the circumstances. 

x. “The Act” means that London Local Authorities Act 1990 as amended. 

y. “The Council” means the London Borough of Hackney. 

z. “Trader” - means a person in whose name a current licence is held authorising shop front 

trading. 

 

2. GENERAL 



 

2.1 The grant of a Shop Front Trading licence shall not be deemed to give any approval or consent 

which may be needed under any Bye-law, enactment, or regulation other than under the Act(s). 

 

2.2 A Licensed Shop Front Trader shall at all times comply with these conditions. A person who 

contravenes any of the conditions of a street trading licence may be guilty of an offence and/or 

subject to appropriate enforcement sanctions in accordance with our enforcement policy. Any 

contravention of conditions by an assistant shall be regarded as having been committed by the 

Licence Holder.  

 

2.3 Where in these regulations there is reference to our consent or agreement, this consent or 

agreement may be given on such terms or conditions and subject to such restrictions as we might 

reasonably specify, any variation shall not take effect until the consent of The Council has been 

received in writing by the licence holder. 

 

2.4 We may vary the conditions of a licence or attach special conditions in accordance with statutory 

provisions. We may at any time attach such further conditions to a licence as appear to us be 

reasonable in any individual case. The shop front licence holder may also make an application via 

the Officer Licencing Panel (OLP) for a variation of the licence. In the event of conflict between 

these standard conditions and any Special Conditions attached to the licence, the latter will prevail. 

 

2.5 The trade, business, or activity shall comply and be conducted in a manner that conforms to other 

relevant legislation enforced by the Local Authority or other Agencies. These include but are not 

limited to General Health and Safety, Food Safety, Trading Standings and Fire Prevention and 

Highways Regulations. 

 

2.6 The Council’s Shop Front Trading Regulations set out the framework of the Street Scene in the 

London Borough of Hackney in so far as it relates to Shop Front Trading areas as permitted under 

licence by The Council under the Act and other activities as may be permitted by Part VII of the 

Highways Act 1980. The regulations do not override the Act(s) or other statutory provisions.  

 

2.7 Headings inserted in these regulations are for the purpose of convenience only and shall not in any 

way affect the meaning or construction thereof. 

 

2.8 The licence does not authorise the Licence Holder to trade at any time in contravention of any 

Order made under the Shops Act or any other statutory enactment. 

 

2.9 Where compliance notices are issued with regard to health and safety and food hygiene legislation 

the requirements of the notices must be complied with within the period stated in the notice. Failure 

to do so may result in the removal of your licence. 

 

2.10 Where compliance notices are issued with regard to health and safety and food hygiene 

legislation the requirements of the notices must be complied with within the period stated in the 

notice. Failure to do so may result in the removal of your licence. 

 

2.11 Any damage done to property owned by the Council, by a Licensed Shop Front Trader or 

their Assistants, is to be paid for in full by the Licensed Shop Front Trader and could face 

enforcement sanctions up to and including revocation of their Shop Front Licence. 

 

2.12 Traders shall ensure that they comply with all relevant legislation including: 

● The Highways Act 1980, and,  

● London Local Authorities Act 1990, 



 Together with all associated legislation including orders and regulations. Failure to comply with 

such legislation may result in revocation of the licence.  

 

2.13 If any information given by a trader in an application for a Street Trading Licence is found 

to be false or misleading, the Council may consider revoking the Licence in question. 

 

3.  LICENCES 

 

3.1 The Shop Front Trading Licence is merely consent to trade under the Act. It does not constitute 

any other approval or consent that licence holders might need under bye-laws, regulations or other 

enactments, such as planning, highways or water supplier consents. Responsibility for ensuring 

that appropriate approval or consents are obtained or adhered to rests with the licence 

holder/applicant. 

 

3.2 All Shop Front Trading Licences are assessed on an existing criteria and council policy in place at 

the time of application, therefore the granting of any licence, does not constitute a precedent for 

the purposes of granting future licences. 

 

3.3 The application and renewal process for Shop Front Licence requires a site visit from an Authorised 

Officer of the Council to assess the application/renewal. This involves reviewing all proposed 

measurements and requirements listed in the application to ensure they meet the set criteria and 

the appropriate fee is charged to the proposed licence older according to the meterage used. 

 

3.4 The council reserves the right to make amendments to the existing criteria and council policies, if 

it is deemed in the interest of the council to do so. Shop Front Licence Holders will be notified in 

reasonable time of any changes. If changes are made all existing banded licences will be null and 

void and an authorised officer would attend site and conduct re-measurements to provide accurate 

meterage for the new licence to be issued. 

 

3.5 A copy of the Shop Front Trading licence must be displayed in the window of the Premises outside 

which trading is permitted. The copy licence is to be displayed so as to be clearly visible and legible 

from the street. Failure to display your Shop Front Licence will result in the issuance of enforcement 

sanctions against the licence holder. 

 

3.6 A full copy of the licence, including explanatory notes and the conditions attached to the licence, 

shall be kept on the Premises together with a copy of the licensees’ public liability insurance.  

 

3.7 A Shop Front Trading licence is not transferable. 

 

3.8 Only the Shop Front Licence holder and/or their registered Assistants can engage in Shop Front 

Trading. 

 

3.9 When Applying for a Shop Front Licence, only premises that have achieved a minimum standard 

of a 3* food hygiene rating will be considered for a Shop Front licence. 

 

3.10 During the lifetime of the Shop Front Licence any premises which receives a food 

Standards rating of a 1* or 2* shall have their Licence temporarily suspended until such time they 

complete the reasonable adjustment and receive a 3* or higher on the follow up visit. Any premises 

that fails to achieve this will have their Shop Front Licence revoked. 

 

3.11 Only those goods or commodities sold in shop Premises can be displayed outside 

Premises provided they are not excluded items as defined in these regulations. 



 

3.12 Only those services provided within the Premises can be provided within the licensed shop 

front trading area and where a licence permits goods, commodities or tables and chairs to be placed 

on the street. 

 

3.13 All new commodities, goods or services must have been sold inside the Premises for a 

period of at least 3 months before it can be traded via the Shop Front Licence. The Licence holder 

will then need to apply for a licence variation request via the OLP in writing to the markets Service 

for consideration to grant request by the Council.  

 

3.14 The 3 months of trading newly introduced commodities, goods or services will commence 

once written notification has been received by the council. 

 

3.15 If wishing to trade from your shop frontage whilst using a Temporary Event Notices (TENS), 

you will still require a valid Shop Front Trading Licence. Failure to do so will result in an enforcement 

sanction and potential closure or seizure of goods for illegal trading. 

 

3.16 The Council reserves the right to issue Shop Front Trading Licenses to traders who offer 

commodities that will enhance the viability of the market before any other trader or applicant. 

 

3.17 The Council reserves the right to refuse to grant a Shop Front Trading Licence where the 

cumulative impact on the public highway of granting multiple premises with Shop Front Licence 

displaying  the same or similar Commodities, Goods, Kiosks, Planters, Parklets, Tables & Chairs 

and in turn having a negative impact on the Street Scene or economic viability of local highstreets 

due to over saturation,  

 

3.18 During the application for a Shop Front Licence the close proximity of premises in a small 

defined area and impact on the wider community will be a consideration for council when deciding 

whether to grant a new Shop Front Trading Licence. 

 

3.19 The Council's decision regarding cumulative impact or over saturation is final. 

 

3.20  Permanent Shop Front Licenses are only available if you meet the required criteria. Any 

applications/ requests for a permanent licence on miscellaneous sites will be considered at the 

subsequent OLP, however the Council reserves the right to refuse an application/request, with any 

decision made by the Council is final. 

 

3.21 To apply for a Permanent Shop Front Trading Licence a trader must be a current 

Temporary Licence holder and will not be considered for a Permanent Street Trading Licence until 

they have held their Temporary Licence for a minimum period of six months and not incurred any 

enforcement sanctions within this time. The period of six months gives both the Council and the 

trader the opportunity to ensure a good fit. 

 

3.22 A permanent Shop Front Trading Licence will not be renewed if a Licenced Shop Front 

Trader is in arrears or has appeared on the arrears report 3 or more times in a calendar twelve 

months. All Fees and Charges must be fully paid within the financial year and any Permanent Shop 

Front Trader in arrears during the renewal process will not have their Shop Front Trading Licence 

renewed and will be prohibited from Shop Front Trading from 1st April on a Permanent Licence.  

 

3.23 Any Permanent Shop Front Trader falling into 12.6 above may apply for a Temporary Shop Front 

Trading Licence and pay the appropriate temporary fees and charges and agree a payment plan 



until the arrears are cleared within the agreed timeframe. The council reserves the right to not 

reissue a permanent licence in the event of persistent arrears. 

 

3.24 A Shop Front Trading Licence shall cease to have effect on being surrendered to the 

Council by the Licensed Shop Front Trader to whom it was granted. This must be done by way of 

written cancellation. Cancellations can only take effect from the date received by the markets office. 

The effective date of surrender will not be earlier than the receipt of the written request to surrender 

the licence. All outstanding fees and charges shall be payable up to and including the date of 

surrender of the Licence.  

 

3.25 The Shop Front Trading Licence is for the sole use and benefit of the licence holder and 

whilst it provides permission to trade and bestows trading rights, it does not confer ownership of 

the allocated trading area, this is retained exclusively by the council. Licence holders must therefore 

not assign their licence to anyone else, erect or deploy fixed structures without seeking planning 

permission, operate outside of licensed hours or sublet any part of their designated trading 

meterage to another trader. If we have evidence that this condition has been breached, then the 

licence holder and other persons trading in the designated meterage may be subject to 

enforcement sanctions, including revocation of the licence. 

 

3.26 Shop Front Traders requesting a variation of their Shop Front Trading licence such as 

change of commodity or adjustment to meterage etc. must complete an application form and pay 

the variation fee before requests will be considered at the subsequent OLP, however the Council 

reserves the right to refuse an application, with any decision made by the Council is final. 

 

4.  TEMPORARY STREET TRADING LICENCES 

 

4.1 The holders of a Temporary Shop Front Trading Licence are subject to these Standard Conditions 

in the same way as holders of a Permanent Shop Front Trading Licence are.  

 

4.2 The holders of a Temporary Shop Front Trading Licence shall receive a visit from an Authorised 

Officer of the Shop Fronts Service before the granting of a licence to measure and agree the 

meterage in which Shop Front Trading can commence on site. The decision by an Authorised 

Officer to allocate meterage available for a Temporary Licence is final. 

 

4.3 The Council reserves the right to withdraw the Licence of any temporary Street Trading Licence 

holder without notice and will provide reason(s) both verbally and  in writing. A temporary trader 

shall cease trading when requested to do so by an Authorised Officer of the Council or police officer. 

Following the withdrawal of the Licence, the Council will supply the trader the reasons for the 

withdrawal of the Licence in writing, where the trader will be able to appeal the decision at the next 

available OLP panel. 

 

4.4 The refusal by the holder of a Temporary Shop Front Licence to stop trading from the previously 

agreed shop front trading are allocated by an Authorised Officer may result in enforcement 

sanctions and potential suspension or revocation of licence. 

 

4.5 The issue of a Temporary Licence is without prejudice to the Council’s application process for 

Permanent Shop Front Trading Licences and does not infer a legal right to the grant of a Permanent 

Shop Front Trading Licence.  

 

5. SHORT TERM LICENCES 

 

Shop Front Licence of a shorter duration than 6 months will be deemed ‘short term’ licences 



 

Short Term Shop Front Licences will have the same effect as a Temporary Shop Front Licence and must 

comply with all of the licence conditions as laid out in these licence terms and conditions. 

 

Short Term Shop Front Licences will have a separate Fee Structure as set out in the council's fees and 

charges to that of the Temporary or Permanent Shop Front Trading Licences. 

 

The Council reserves the right to Suspend, Revoke or withdraw the ability to grant Short Term Shop Front 

Licence at any time and will provide traders with reasonable written notice to enact any suspension, 

revocation or withdrawal of licence.  

 

6. CLEARANCES 

 

6.1 The size of any receptacle or display or the area taken up by any Parklets, Planters, Kiosks, 

Table(s) and Chair(s) shall not exceed the maximum dimensions stated in the licence.  

 

6.2 A minimum of 1.2m clear of any obstruction shall be maintained for safe access to and egress from 

the Premises to which the licence relates. Any persistent obstructions evidenced will result in 

enforcement sanctions being issued. 

 

6.3 When processing an application or renewal of a Shop Front Trading Licence, Footfall and Foot 

Traffic within the vicinity of the proposed/existing meterage both inside and outside of the permitted 

trading area will be taken into consideration before issuance of a Shop Front licence. This could 

result in special licence conditions added such as more than 1.2m clear of any obstruction. 

 

6.4 No receptacle, display or table(s) or chair(s) shall at any time be permitted to obstruct an entrance 

or exit to any adjacent Premises or to any part of the building to which the licence applies that is 

under separate occupation. Any persistent obstructions evidenced will result in enforcement 

sanctions being issued. 

 

6.5 Where Parklets, Planters, Kiosks, Table(s) and Chair(s) are permitted under a licence issued by 

the Council the number of tables and chairs on the street shall not exceed the number prescribed 

in the licence. If found to be exceeding the prescribed numbers then enforcement sanctions will be 

issued to the Shop Front Licence Holder. 

 

6.6 The sizes of Parklets, Planters Kiosks, Table(s) and Chair(s) shall not exceed those prescribed in 

the licence. If found to be oversizing enforcement sanctions will be issued to the Shop Front Licence 

Holder. 

 

6.7 The maximum dimensions of the area permitted to be used for Parklets, Planters, Kiosks, Table(s) 

and Chair(s) shall be demarcated by the use of temporary barrier(s) of an approved kind and be of 

the size, type and kind specified in the licence (Licensing Act 2003).These barriers must form part 

of the meterage allowed for Shop Front Trading. 

 

6.8 Where necessary, temporary barriers of an approved type must, when required by a special 

condition added to the licence, be in situ during licensed hours and the same must be removed 

outside of the hours permitted by the licence. These barriers must form part of the meterage allowed 

for Shop Front Trading. 

 

6.9 When processing an application or renewal of a Shop Front Trading Licence, any Street furniture 

within the vicinity of the proposed/existing meterage both inside and outside of the permitted trading 

area will be taken into consideration before issuance of a Shop Front licence. 



 

7.  INSURANCE 

 

7.1 The Shop Front Licence Holder shall indemnify the Council against all actions, proceedings, claims 

demands and liability which may at any time be taken, made or incurred in consequence of the use 

or presence of the trader their stall receptacle, tables or chairs or Goods and any other object or 

thing they bring with them or produce in the course of their business and for this purpose must take 

out at the licensees expense a policy of insurance approved by the Council in the minimum sum of 

£5,000,000 (5 million pounds) (or such higher sum as may from time to time be notified to the 

licence holders in writing) in respect of any one event and must produce to the Council on request 

the current receipts for the premium payment and confirmation of the renewals of the policy. The 

Council reserves the right to vary this amount from time to time and to notify shop front licence 

holders of any increase required by letter. A copy of the certificate of insurance shall be handed to 

the Council on request.  

 

7.2 Satisfactory evidence of such insurance must be produced to the Council before a Street Trading 

Licence and/or Shop Front Trading Licence will be granted or renewed. Failure to produce 

insurance certificates when requested by an authorised officer of the Council will lead to temporary 

suspension from trading until the certificate is produced and the Council is satisfied with the level 

of cover. 

 

7.3 Evidence of such insurance shall be produced by the licence holder on request by an authorised 

officer of the Council or a police officer. The Council reserves the right to contact insurance 

companies for the purposes of verifying the authenticity of the cover. Any licence holder who does 

not have full insurance for the period specified within their licence and for the value stated by the 

Council will be suspended from trading and will be asked to cease their shop front trading activities 

immediately until suitable insurance is in place and the cover note or policy presented to the 

Council.  

 

7.4 Shop Front Licence Holders must inform the Council in writing and provide an updated copy of the 

certificate of insurance where there are any changes to their insurance cover. The Council may use 

the information provided to contact the licence holders insurer to confirm the details of any policy 

held or purported to be held and the applicable level of cover and indemnity provided.  

 

7.5 In all cases the policy must clearly state that it covers articles and activity on the street not just 

those taking place within the associated Premises. The policy must be maintained throughout the 

full duration of the licence.  

 

7.6 A certified copy of the certificate of insurance must be kept on the Premises together with the 

licence at all times.  

 

7.7 Evidence of such insurance shall be produced by a licence holder on demand to an authorised 

officer of the Council or a police officer. 

 

8.  DAYS AND TIMES 

 

8.1 A copy of the Shop Front Trading Licence which will display the premises licenced trading days 

and times must be displayed in the window of the premises where shop front trading is permitted 

at all times. The copy shall be displayed so that it is clearly visible and legible from the street to 

authorised officers, officers from other services and agencies and the members of the public. 

 



8.2 Shop Front Trading shall only take place during the days and between the times specified on the 

Shop Front Licence only. All Fees & Charges must be paid whether or not the shop front licence 

holder has traded. 

 

8.3 Any receptacle, Display Planter, Kiosk  or Table(s) and Chair(s) shall only be placed on the street 

at or after the earliest time permitted by the licence and shall be removed from the street no later 

than the latest time permitted by the licence. Failure to remove these items will result in a highway 

obstruction and the Licence holder will receive enforcement sanctions up to and including 

revocation of their Shop Front Trading Licence. 

 

9.  INSPECTION OF LICENCE 

 

9.1 Licence holders shall produce their licence for inspection when requested to do so by an authorised 

officer or the Council or police officer. 

 

9.2 Where the Council has issued a variation to a licence the varied licence must be displayed on the 

Premises. 

 

9.3 If alcoholic beverages are consumed in an area licenced for Shop Front Trading, the Licence Holder 

or assistant shall produce on demand the appropriate Premises licence given under the Licensing 

Act 2003 or its successor, to an authorised officer of the Council or police officer.  

9.4 A Licensed Shop Front Trader or Assistant shall give immediate assistance to Authorised Officers 

when requested to do so. 

 

9.5 A Licensed Shop Front Trader and/or Assistant shall not use rude or offensive language or behave 

in an aggressive manner when dealing with an Authorised Officer or member of the Council. 

 

9.6 A Licensed Shop Front Trader and/or Assistant must not commit any acts of harassment (whether 

racial, sexual or otherwise) against an Authorised Officer. 

 

9.7 A Licensed Shop Front Trader and/or Assistant shall not make offers to bribe, induce or act 

fraudulently when or in connection with Enforcement, Planning, Street or Shop Front Trading. 

 

9.8 If any Licenced Street Trader and/or Manager/Assistant provides information to an Authorised 

Officer when requested, that is later found to be false or misleading, the Council may consider 

revoking the Licence in question. 

 

10.  LICENSED AREA AND POSITION 

 

10.1 The Shop Front Licence Holder shall only use the licenced area prescribed in the granted 

licence (which may be marked or denoted on the ground by means determined by the Council)  

 

10.2 The Shop Front Licence Holder shall not cause or permit Receptacles, Goods, 

Commodities, Parklets, Planters, Kiosks, Tables or Chairs; to project, whether grounded or 

suspended beyond the licensed area or to be placed or to stand anywhere else in the street than 

within the said licensed area.  

 

10.3 In respect of catering/licenced establishments, Barriers, Benches, Kiosks, Planters, 

Receptacles, Tables and Chairs shall not be placed or used outside of the area defined in the 

licence. The area shall, when required by the Council, be demarcated in the manner and by the 

means determined by the Council and specified in the licence. The Licence Holder or assistant 

shall inspect the licensed area periodically and if required by written notice from the Council, at 



least once in every hour to ensure that tables and chairs are not positioned outside of the licensed 

area. A record shall be made of these inspections if written notice to do so has been given to the 

licensee by the Council. The records made shall be produced to an authorised officer of the Council 

or police officer on request. 

 

10.4 If the licensed area or an adjacent area is or is to be obstructed by road works or other 

hazards the licence holder shall cease shop front trading when requested to do so in writing by the 

Council and shall not resume Shop Front Trading without the written consent of the Council. 

 

10.5 Any Benches, Commodities, Goods, Kiosks, Parklets, Planters, Receptacles, Tables or 

Chairs, whether affixed to or projecting from the premises over the public highway will require a 

Shop Front Licence and are bound by these terms and conditions. 

 

10.6 Any permanent fixtures that are affixed to or projecting from the premises over the public 

highway will require planning permission from the council as well as a shop front licence. If no 

Planning approval received or presented upon request all affixed or projected fixtures will need to 

be removed from the designated shop front area at the end of each trading day as specified on the 

shop front licence. 

 

11.  TABLES & CHAIRS 

 

11.1 A Shop Front Licence issued by the Council for Shop Front Trading does not give 

permission to serve alcohol outside, irrespective of a Premises having a licence issued under the 

Licensing Act 2003 or successor legislation. To serve alcohol a variation of their premises licence 

must be sought from the council. 

 

11.2 All the furniture and barriers used in the confines of the designated shop front trading area 

shall be suitably stored off the highway outside of the prescribed hours.  

 

11.3 The Council is to be expressly exempted for loss, theft or damage of any Barriers, Benches, 

Commodities, Goods, Kiosks, Planter, Receptacles, Tables and Chairs. 

 

11.4 The furniture shall be removed from the highway to allow the highway to be cleaned or 

maintained by the Council (or its contractors), for urgent access for the emergency services or for 

statutory undertakers (e.g. gas, electricity, water, telecoms) to gain access to their equipment if so 

requested.  

 

11.5 The tables are to be regularly cleared of glasses, plates, ashtrays, etc. and the surrounding 

area to be swept clear of litter, food and smoking deposits, etc. Receptacles must be provided at 

the tables to allow for the smoking debris to be extinguished. Waste deposited on the highway must 

be removed at least once per hour at the Licensee’s expense or at more frequent intervals as may 

be required by the Council under the Environmental Protection Act 1990. The Shop Front Licence 

Holder shall be liable to pay the Council’s cost if it has to clean in default. 

 

11.6 The Shop Front Licence holder shall not affix or permit to be affixed to the public highway 

without prior planning approval from the council. The approval or grant of a Shop Front Licence is 

not an indication of approval for a planning application. 

 

11.7 Temporary barriers of the type and construction approved by the Council be placed around 

the licensed area at the start of the licensed trading day and remain in place throughout the trading 

day until they are removed to a place of storage off the highway at the end of the licensed trading 

day. 



 

11.8 The furniture permitted under the licence shall not be used in such a way as to cause 

unreasonable nuisance or disturbance to adjoining property or other users of the highway.  

 

11.9 The furniture shall be kept within the designated area, marked-out by a physical feature, 

and a clear access way of no less than 1.2  metres is kept clear to allow safe entry into the area.  

 

11.10 No advertising boards may be placed on the public highway or street (this includes A-

boards, swing boards and rotating advertisements). 

 

11.11 No awning, parasol or other cover shall be placed over the licensed area without consents 

or permissions being obtained from the Council.  

 

11.12 Any table, chair or barrier used in connection with this licence shall be kept clean and in 

good repair and shall be repaired, repainted or replaced within 30 days of a written request from 

the Council. 

 

12.  PARKLETS 

 

12.1 Parklets require both Planning permission and a Shop Front Licence from the Council 

before they can get authorised to install one adjacent to the Shop Front Licence Holders 

premises.However if one is granted it does not mean the other will autopmatically be granted. 

 

12.2 Parklets without prior planning approval from the council are prohibited from being placed 

within the licenced trading area and are not included nor do they form part of any Shop Front 

Licence. 

 

12.3 The Shop Front Licence Holder is solely responsible for the maintenance and cleanliness 

of the Parklet. 

 

12.4 The Shop Front Licence Holder who has received planning and Street Scene approval for 

the installation of a Parklet must ensure: 

 

12.4.1 All Designs are signed off by the council prior to authorising the development, build and 

installation of the Parklet. 

 

12.4.2 All Design and Installation costs are paid for by the Shop Front Licence Holder 

 

12.4.3 Parklets should have vertical elements that make them visible to moving traffic and vehicles 

about to park or pull out of a parking bay in the vicinity of the Parklet, such as flexible posts 

and/or bollards. 

 

12.4.4 There should be a buffer zone at a desired distance as agreed by The Council, to ensure 

the safety of parklet users. The Shop Front Licence Holder is solely responsible for the 

Health & Safety of the Parklet users. 

 

12.4.5 Parklets should have a desired minimum length of Six (6) feet and shall not exceed the 

depth of Four (4) feet (or the width of a parking bay). 

 

12.4.6 Parklets generally entail the conversion of one or more parallel parking spaces, but may 

vary according to the site, context and desired character of the installation. 

 



12.4.7 Parklets should finish flush with the pavement and curb to permit easy access and avoid 

tripping hazards. 

 

12.4.8 Parklets will not be permissible on corners and should ideally be sited at least one parking 

space away from any corner. 

 

12.4.9 Issues for consideration of a Parklet will include; volumes of traffic, sightlines, visibility and 

lighting. 

 

12.4.10 Parklets should be heavy enough to make theft impossible or unlikely. Site selection will 

take into account the level of surveillance both during the day and at night. 

 

12.4.11 Seating may be integrated into the design itself or made possible with moving tables and 

chairs. 

 

12.4.12 Parklets should use a slip-resistant surface to minimize hazards and should be accessible 

to wheelchair users. 

 

12.4.13 Parklets should include an open guardrail to define the space. 

 

12.4.14 Positioning of the Parklet should avoid obstructing underground utility access and may 

need to be moved for highways or remedial works.  

 

12.5 Parklets where planning approval from the council has been granted and where a Shop Front 

Trading Licence has been authorised the Shop Front Licence Holder must ensure that:  

 

12.5.1 They do not present a danger to the public 

 

12.5.2 They do not present a fire risk or a similar hazard to the site or to the goods displayed 

 

12.5.3 They do not cause a noise or a nuisance because of their smell. 

 

12.5.4 If  Flowers, Plants, Shrubbery and Trees are used to merchandise or decorate the Parklet 

they should be maintained to an acceptable standard at all times. 

 

12.5.5 If any containing Lighting, All electrical wiring and components comply with current Health 

and Safety and Institute of Electrical Engineers regulations and are tested annually for 

compliance. The London Borough of Hackney may require annual test certificates for all 

apparatus in use on a Shop Front Licenced site.  

 

12.5.6 They do not present an Anti-Social Behaviour issue ( ASB ) 

 

12.5.7 They are not used for the concealment or consumption of illegal substances 

 

12.5.8 They are free of human and animal excrement and waste 

 

12.5.9 They are free of Graffiti  

 

12.5.10 They are free of any domestic or flammable waste  

 

13. PLANTERS 

 



13.1 Planters without prior planning approval from the council are prohibited from being placed 

within the licenced trading area and are not included nor do they form part of any Shop Front 

Licence. 

 

13.2 Planters that are dual use as seating and as a receptacle for Flowers, Plants, Shrubbery 

and Trees but do not have planning permission to leave permanently on the public highway must 

be easily removable and removed to a separate place of storage at the end of the trading day to 

enable cleaning and maintenance of the highway. They must be removed no later than 30 minutes 

after the time shown on the licence for the end of trading. 

 

13.3 Planters where planning approval from the council has been granted and where a Shop 

Front Trading Licence has been authorised the Shop Front Licence Holder must ensure that:  

 

13.3.1 They do not present a danger to the public 

 

13.3.2 They do not present a fire risk or a similar hazard to the site or to the goods displayed 

 

13.3.3 They do not cause a noise or a nuisance because of their smell. 

 

13.3.4 The presentation of  Flowers, Plants, Shrubbery and Trees are maintained to an acceptable 

standard at all times. 

 

13.3.5 If any containing lighting, all electrical wiring and components comply with current Health 

and Safety and Institute of Electrical Engineers regulations and are tested annually for 

compliance. The London Borough of Hackney may require annual test certificates for all 

apparatus in use on a Shop Front Licenced site.  

 

13.3.6 They do not present an Anti-Social Behaviour issue ( ASB ) 

 

13.3.7 They are not used for the concealment or consumption of illegal substances 

 

13.3.8 They are free of human and animal excrement and waste 

 

13.3.9 They are free of Graffiti  

 

13.3.10 They are free of any domestic or flammable waste  

 

13.3.11 Planters interior and exterior must be in good, presentable, robust and structurally sound 

condition (not cracked, frayed or damaged exposing sharp edges) at all times. 

 

13.4 Any Planters used as part of the Shop Front Licence must be within the confines of the 

trading meterage as specified on the Shop Front Licence itself. 

 

13.5 The Shop Front Licence Holder will be accountable for the responsible disposal of all refuse 

from the site and at the end of trading ensure that the site is cleansed and left entirely free of 

obstruction. 

 

13.6 The Shop Front Licence Holder is liable to pay for any damages to the public highway 

caused by the use or removing of said planters or if the council are unable to access the area or 

cleanse the area due to the planters being left illegally on the public highway, Enforcement 

sanctions will be issued and the cost will be charged to the Shop Front Licence Holder.     

 



13.7 There must be a minimum distance of at least 1.2 metres between the front of the trading 

area and the kerbside but this is subject to assessment of pedestrian access at the site by an 

authorised officer who may increase the distance as a special condition added to the licence to 

improve public access and safety. This includes an allowance for pedestrians to stand and view 

the goods and for other pedestrians to pass safely. 

 

14. RECEPTACLES & MOBILE PHONE KIOSKS 

 

14.1 Only those Receptacles and containers which are suitable and fit for purpose and approved 

by the Council shall be used by the Licence Holder and assistants for Shop Front Trading or 

ancillary to Shop Front Trading. Displays shall not be formed by the use of unsuitable items such 

as milk crates and the like and other Receptacles the Council has notified the Licence Holder in 

writing the Council deems inappropriate. Persistent use of such items will be deemed a breach of 

the licence conditions. 

 

14.2 Goods must not be placed directly on the street unless allowed to do so as specified within 

the licence.   

 

14.3 Where the Council has licensed the display of bulky furniture or similar outside shop 

Premises on the street and has granted an exemption under paragraph 12.2, a suitable Receptacle 

or device to remove those Goods from the street shall be available and maintained within the shop.  

 

14.4 Displays shall be constructed and maintained so as not to become unbalanced or 

otherwise unstable. They shall be free from protruding nails or other hazards likely to cause injury 

or damage to a person or their property 

 

14.5 Displays should be well merchandised and presented with prices clearly labelled  

 

14.6 Displays shall be constructed so as to be immediately removable.  

 

14.7 Nothing shall be placed or stored underneath a display.  

 

14.8 No display Receptacle, table or chair shall be used if it is likely to damage the street.  

 

14.9 Nothing shall be secured or temporarily or permanently affixed to either the street or street 

furniture in the vicinity of the licensed area. 

 

14.10 Licensed areas for the display of Goods outside shop Premises shall not incorporate any 

form of seating facility, nor may any seating be used or provided by the Licence Holder or assistant 

immediately outside the licensed area or elsewhere in the street other than on a private forecourt 

associated with the business.  

 

14.11 Premises that require a Shop Front Licence to display Commodities and Goods will require 

a separate and additional Shop Front Licence for the use of Benches, Kiosks, Parklets, Planters, 

Tables and Chairs 

 

14.12 Premises that require a Shop Front Licence for Benches, Kiosks, Parklets, Planters, Tables 

and Chairs will require a separate and additional Shop Front Licence to display Commodities or 

Goods. 

 



14.13 No permanent structure and/or unauthorised marking of any kind will be permitted on the 

public highway. Unauthorised structures or unauthorised markings on the public highway may be 

removed by the Council and the cost of doing so is charged to the licensee. 

 

14.14 The display or stand must be of sufficient contrast to its surrounding area and so 

constructed to prevent a hazard to visually impaired footway users. (The colours and type will be 

agreed before the grant of a licence). 

 

14.15 The display/stand must be of a construction that will cause minimal damage if there is a 

collision. There must be no sharp edges or protruding parts. 

 

14.16 The display/stand must be well maintained and kept free from litter. Any table, chair or 

barrier, Receptacle or display stand used in connection with this licence shall be kept clean and in 

good repair and shall be repaired, repainted or replaced within 30 days of a written request from 

the Council. 

 

14.17 The display/stand must be removed from the street when not in licensed use.  

 

14.18 Real Deal - a Licensed Shop Front Trader is prohibited from supplying illegal goods, which 

includes illegal drugs, drug paraphernalia, stolen goods, suspected stolen goods, 

counterfeit/pirated goods, unsafe goods, tobacco or other nicotine goods and alcoholic goods.  

 

15.19 Real Deal - a Licensed Shop Front Trading is prohibited from supplying illegal services, 

which includes hacking or jailbreaking of mobile phones, laptops or other electronic devices, 

solicitation, money laundering, loan sharking or installation of tracking, spy or malware onto devices 

of unverified ownership, 

 

15. A BOARDS 

 

The Shop Front Licence is for the display of Barriers, Benches, Commodities, Goods, Kiosks, Parklets, 

Receptacles, Tables and Chairs on the public highway. “A” Boards, Swing Boards and Rotating Advertising 

Boards are strictly prohibited from being placed within the licenced trading area and are not included nor 

do they form part of any shop front licence. 

 

Persistent use of or persistent refusal to remove an “A” Board, Swing Boards and Rotating Advertising 

Boards will be treated as a serious contravention of the terms and conditions of the Shop Front Licence 

and appropriate enforcement sanctions will be taken against premises owners or Licence holders to include 

issuance of Fixed Penalty Notice/s or prosecution proceedings and or revocation of the Street Trading 

Licence. 

 

For further information of A Boards, Swing Boards and Rotating Advertising boards in the London Borough 

of Hackney please visit:   

 

● https://www.hackney.gov.uk/media/2675/A-board-guidance/pdf/A-board-guidance-singles 

 

16. TRADING ON PRIVATE LAND 

 

Any private land that is not fenced off and permanently enclosed to prevent public access, without the 

payment of a Fee and is within Seven (7) Metres of any public road or footway, will require a Shop Front or 

Street Trading Licence from the Council. 

 



The Seven (7) Metres will be measured from the boundary where the private land abuts the public highway, 

to where the transactions are taking place. 

 

There is a two tier fee system for private land (This does not apply to public land): 

 

16.1 Payments made in advance will receive a discounted fee. 

 

16.2 Payments made on the day will be liable for the full fee for trading. 

 

17.  PERMITTED GOODS AND SERVICES 

 

17.1 Only those goods or services specified on the licence may be displayed, used, provided or 

offered for sale. Only goods of like kind to those on sale within the Premises shall be displayed 

outside of it and those goods for sale shall be the lawful property of the Shop Front Licence Holder. 

In exceptional circumstances where with the written consent of an adjoining Premises owner a 

Shop Front Trading licence extends to the frontage of an adjoining Premises this condition may be 

dispensed with for the area in front of that Premises only. 

 

17.2 Any Shop Front Licence Holder who would like to trade from an adjoining premises must 

first obtain written consent from the proprietor of the adjoining premises and submit it to the council 

for approval before applying for a variation to their licence. 

 

17.3 No part of any shop front display or licensed area shall be sub-let or loaned to any other 

person or business. Any evidence obtained or gathered of any such action will be considered a 

serious breach of the terms and conditions of the shop front licence and enforcement sanctions will 

be issued up to and inclusive of Suspension of licence, Issuance of Fixed penalty notices and 

potential revocation of the licence and the ability to shop front trade for a minimum of 12 months. 

 

17.4 In respect of displays outside shop premises, cash registers, scales and other measuring 

devices shall be contained within the shop and not brought onto the street or licensed area.  

 

17.5 No advertisement shall be displayed within the licensed area which relates to any goods 

or services other than those offered for sale or provided within the licensed area, 

 

18.  CONDUCT & BEHAVIOUR 

 

18.1 Hackney Council will not tolerate abuse or intimidation of any sort. Shop Front Trading Licence 

holders are required to ensure that they and their assistants are at all times competent, courteous 

and helpful, treating members of the public, other licence holders, Authorised Officers from the 

Market Service or any other council officers  or officers from other agencies fairly,  reasonably and 

with respect. 

 

18.2 Shop Front Trading Licence holders or their assistants must not commit any acts of harassment 

(whether based on race, gender, sexual orientation, age, disability, religious belief or other) against 

any person, including council officers and their own employees. Harassment is considered to 

include, but is not limited to: 

 

- Violence or threats of violence towards any person. 

- Abusive, racial or insulting words and/or behaviour towards any person. 

- Damage or threats of damage to property belonging to another person. 

- Writing threatening, abusive or insulting graffiti/emails or other correspondence. 



- Refusal, without reasonable cause, to serve or permit access to a stall, licensed site, premises or 

services. 

- Sexual acts or comments towards any person. 

- Persistent comments of a derogatory or malicious nature towards a council officer or member of 

the public. 

- Any act or omission calculated to interfere with the peace or comfort of any person, to 

inconvenience such person or otherwise considered to bring the markets into disrepute. 

 

18.3 Shop Front Trading Licence holders and their assistants must cooperate in allowing Shop Fronts 

service officers, other staff and contractors employed by the council or representatives from other 

agencies to carry out their duties, which includes complying with any reasonable request or 

instruction. Such requests may include the production of documents such as those related to food 

registration where applicable. 

 

18.4 Any complaints deemed by the Market Service to be of a serious nature against a Shop Front 

Trading licence holder and/or their assistant by members of the public, other premises, council 

officers or relevant third parties may be regarded as grounds for preventing/suspending them from 

trading until the matter is resolved, or could lead to a revocation/refusal to renew a licence.  

 

18.5 Any allegations made by Shop Front Trading Licence holders or assistants against members of the 

public, other licence holders or council officers will always be fully investigated. However, if such 

allegations are found to be without factual basis and were made in a frivolous or malicious and/or 

disingenuous manner, then the suitability of the individual responsible for the allegation to hold a 

street trading  licence (whether permanent or temporary) or be a registered assistant may be called 

into question and will also be deemed to be a breach of conditions and those responsible may be 

subject to further enforcement sanction, which could lead to a revocation/refusal to renew a licence. 

 

18.6 In order to protect our community, any existing Shop Front Trading Licence holder or who is 

convicted, cautioned, arrested, warned or admits to the commission of any offence relating to 

Assault ,criminal damage, drugs, dishonesty, public order, weapons or bladed articles, sexual 

offences, non-fatal offences against the person, consumer related offences (including safety, 

counterfeit, copyright, pricing and food hygiene) or the unlicensed sale and supply of alcohol will 

have their licence reviewed to consider their continued suitability to trade or remain as a registered 

assistant. In addition, licence holders and their assistants are strictly prohibited from trading whilst 

under the influence of alcohol or illegal substances. 

 

18.7 Licensed Shop Front Traders and/or their assistants must not make an offer to bribe or induce a 

Council officer or act fraudulent in connection with Shop Front Trading. If found to be doing so it 

will be deemed to be a breach of conditions and those responsible may be subject to further 

enforcement sanctions, including revocation/refusal to renew a licence. 

 

18.8 Licensed Shop Front Traders and/or their assistant shall not consume or cause to be consumed 

alcohol or any illicit substance pending revocation. If found to be doing so it will be deemed to be a 

breach of conditions and those responsible may be subject to further enforcement sanctions, 

including revocation/refusal to renew a licence. 

 

18.9 The serving of customers shall be confined to the licensed area only. 

 

18.10 No customer shall be charged for admission to the licensed area. 

 

18.11 A Shop Front Licence Holder or assistant offering a service shall make clear the nature 

and cost of that service by way of a notice within the licensed area. 



 

18.12 All categories of Goods shall be clearly marked with a price, and where appropriate an 

indication of the unit quantity in which they are being offered for supply. 

 

18.13 The customer should be able to conveniently view the Goods being weighed, measured, 

etc. within the Premises before they confirm their intention to purchase. 

 

18.14 A Shop Front Licence Holder or assistant shall not use a megaphone or amplification 

equipment or a loud voice to shout out the price of Goods in order to attract customers.  

 

18.15 The council expects and seeks high standards of management of shop front  trading areas 

and will seek to revoke the licence if this is not maintained and the terms and conditions of licence 

are not adhered to.  

 

 

19.  ROOFING OF SHOP FRONTS 

 

19.1 No parasol, awning or canopy or other cover shall be used to cover any Shop Front Trading 

display and/or tables and chairs without separate consent being sought under the Highways Act or 

Planning Acts and formal written consent and approval having being obtained from the council.  

 

20.  REMOVAL OF DISPLAYS AND STANDS 

 

20.1 Goods, stands, displays, Receptacles, tables and chairs, etc. shall be removed from the 

public highway to the place of storage, as notified to the Council at the time of application for the 

licence, or such other alternative place subsequently agreed by the Council in writing by the time 

specified in the licence.  

 

20.2 A Shop Front Licence Holder electing to cease trading before the time denoted in the 

licence shall remove the Benches, Commodities, Goods, Kiosk, Planters, Stall, Tables and Chairs 

at that time to the place of storage.  

 

20.3 A Shop Front Licence Holder in respect of shop premises shall remove the display, stand 

and Goods on the cessation of trading and before closing the shop Premises.  

 

20.4 Shop Front Licence Holders and their assistants shall temporarily remove Commodities, 

Displays, Goods, Kiosks, Planters, Tables and Chairs and anything else under their control as 

directed by the Council or a police officer for so long as may be necessary in the event of: 

 

20.5 An emergency (including any public demonstration, congregation or disorder in the area); 

 

20.6 In the exercise of the Council’s powers and duties which include the maintenance of the 

licensed area, to enable its re-marking and to check whether the stall is capable of being removed 

in accordance with these regulations; and,  

 

20.7 To enable statutory undertakings to maintain their services.  

 

21.  REFUSE 

 

21.1 Licence Holders and their assistants, in respect of Shop Front Trading and catering 

establishments shall ensure that any Refuse arising from the external activities is properly stored 

and disposed of.  



 

21.2 No refuse or litter shall be allowed to accumulate or be placed in the street or street litter 

bins. 

 

21.3 No vehicle shall be used for the storage of such Refuse.  

 

21.4 The Licence Holder shall produce on demand to an authorised officer of the Council, proof 

of a contract for the disposal of trade Refuse. 

 

21.5 The licensed area shall not be used for the storage of waste or storage of receptacles for 

waste other than as may be permitted in writing and specified on the licence. 

 

21.6 Where food and/or drink is served or consumed, the Licence Holder when meeting the 

requirement in regulation 15.1 shall also remove from tables any used and discarded articles or 

vessels used by or for the service of customers.  

 

21.7 The Licence Holder must ensure that litter and waste generated by the business is 

removed only to an authorised place of disposal.  

 

21.8 The shop front area is to be kept clean and maintained in a clean condition throughout the 

day. 

 

22. NAMES OF ASSISTANTS AND RESTRICTION OF EMPLOYMENT 

 

22.1 Only the Licence Holder can engage in Shop Front Trading. 

 

22.2 The Shop Front Licence Holder shall give any other information regarding employees 

acting assistants as may reasonably be required by the Council. 

 

22.3 A Shop Front Licence Holder shall not have as an assistant any Child in the business of 

Shop Front Trading including the putting out or stocking of Receptacles, clearance of Refuse, 

attending to a licensed area or any related activity.  

 

22.4 The Shop Front Trading Licence holder must supervise any Assistant that they employ. If 

their Assistant breaches any of the conditions of the Street Trading Licence, then the Licence 

holder will be liable for the breach and enforcement sanction may follow as a result. This may be 

in addition to any action taken against the Assistant. 

 

23.  ADMINISTRATION 

 

23.1 Shop Front Licence Holders and assistants shall give reasonable assistance to Council 

officers and their contractors in carrying out their duties. 

 

23.2 A Permanent Street Trading (or Shop Front Trading) Licence shall cease to have effect 

(other than being revoked or having expired or on the death of the trader) only upon it being 

surrendered by the Licence Holder in exchange for a written receipt at the Council’s offices or on 

suspension by the Council on reasonable grounds which the Council shall have given in writing or 

as may be permitted by the Act.  

 

23.3 On submitting an application for a licence, the applicant must provide the following: 

 



23.3.1 One passport sized photographs of the Licence Holder with the Licence Holder’s signature 

on the back. 

 

23.3.2 Two proofs of Licence Holder’s home address and business Premise’s address which is 

no older than 3 months.  

 

23.3.3 Documentary proof of the Licence Holder’s National Insurance Number. 

 

23.3.4 Documentary proof of a commercial trade waste agreement.  

 

23.3.5 The requisite application fee. 

 

23.3.6 Proof of Planning consent where necessary. 

 

23.3.7 Proof of ownership or other right to occupy the Premises to which the Shop Front Trading 

application relates.  

 

23.3.8 Such proof of having carried out consultation as may be required by the Council. 

 

23.3.9 The application fee was notified to the applicant in writing. 

 

23.4 A Licence Holder making an application for the renewal of a licence shall bring or send the 

completed application form and prescribed renewal fee to the Council offices by appointment. 

 

23.5 Licence holders shall notify the Council in writing of any change of their title, name of the 

business, trading name or home address as soon as it occurs and in any event within seven days 

the change occurring. 

 

23.6 The sending of emails, letters and Notices from the Council by the General Postal Service 

to the last notified address by the Licence Holder shall be taken by the Council as proper and good 

service of documents.  

 

23.7 All notifications (excluding payments of weekly/monthly charges) given by the Licence 

Holder to the Council shall be to the Council’s address as it appears on the licence or that 

subsequently amended and notified in writing to the Licence Holder. 

 

23.8 Any allegations made by a shop front trader against traders or officers of the Council will 

be fully investigated, however should the allegations be found to be untrue, malicious or vexatious 

then this will be grounds for the Shop Front Trading Licence to be suspended or revoked. 

 

23.9 Any offer of bribes or inducement will also be deemed a failure under the terms of the Act 

and grounds for the licence to be suspended or revoked or application withdrawn.  

 

23.10 Licenses are not transferable and at all times remain the sole property of the London 

Borough of Hackney and may be suspended, withdrawn or revoked at any time. 

 

23.11 If the Shop Front Licence Holder wishes to surrender their Licence this must be sent to or 

handed into the markets office in person. The Shop Front Licence Holder is liable for all fees & 

charges accrued during the period up to the receipt of licence by the council. 

 

24. PAYMENT OF CHARGES 

 



24.1 All Fees and Charges must be fully paid within the financial year and any Permanent Shop 

Fronts Licence Holder in arrears during the renewal process will not have their Shop Fronts Trading 

Licence renewed and will be prohibited from Trading from 1st April on a Permanent Shop Front 

Trading Licence. Any Shop Front Trading Licence holder who fails to clear their outstanding debt 

and/or persistently falls into significant arrears (with or without proposals to revoke being made) is 

considered to have breached their Licence conditions. We therefore reserve the right to undertake 

further enforcement sanction regardless of whether the debt is discharged in the meantime. This 

may include attaching further conditions to or varying the Licence conditions as we consider 

appropriate. 

 

24.2 The Council reserves the right to commence proceedings in the County Court to recover 

all arrears. This is without prejudice to any other enforcement sanction that has been or may be 

taken by us. 

 

24.3 Shop Front Trading Licence holders are also required to pay additional charges reasonably 

demanded by us for actions like damage to Council-owned street furniture, the production of 

excessive refuse, damage/staining to pavements/blocked drains through discharge of Animal By-

Product or liquids within fourteen days of us demanding payment from them. This is without 

prejudice to any enforcement sanction that has been or may be taken by us or any other agency. 

 

24.4 If they fail to pay these other charges, then we reserve the right to apply a further charge 

added to the next monthly trading charge. A charge may also be made for all reasonable 

administrative costs incurred by the Council in the recovery of arrears, taking enforcement sanction 

or for additional late payments. 

 

24.5 Permanent and Temporary Shop Front Licence Holders are required to use an electronic 

payment method acceptable to the Market Service and use a self-service online traders’ portal to 

make transactions with the Council, this includes applications for licences, variations making online 

advance payments for invoices and temporary trading and booking pitches. Debit or credit card 

payments can be made at the Markets office. In the event that payment is by credit card an 

additional fee as notified may be levied. Cheques submitted to the Market Service will not be 

accepted. 

 

25. ENFORCEMENT 

 

25.1 Any Shop Front  Licence holder ,  who contravenes any of the conditions of their licence 

shall be guilty of an offence and liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 (£1,000 

as at 7th February 2012) of the standard scale as provided by section 34(1) of the London Local 

Authorities Act 1990 (as amended). The Council reserves the right for its authorised officers to 

prosecute any person who contravenes the conditions of their licence. 

 

25.2 Where the Council does not prosecute in the courts any person who contravenes any of 

the conditions in their licence may be subject to one of the following penalties in their licence. 

 

- The issue of Verbal warning, where the trader will be advised they are breaching their Terms and 

Conditions, and if appropriate be given a time period to fix the issue (time to fix issue will be 

dependent on Authorised Officer’s discretion. If the offence is deemed to be causing a major issue 

the time given may be much shorter than other offences) 

 

- Written & Final Written Warning, the Trader will be issued a formal warning in writing stating the 

offence, and if appropriate time to fix the issue (the time set will be at the discretion of the Authorised 



Officer depending on the offence committed) If persistent contraventions occur a final written 

warning will be issued. 

 

-The issue of Fixed Penalty Notices (FPN), the trader will be issued with a FPN for the offence 

committed. If an FPN is issued the Authorised Officer will document evidence in the form of notes 

and photographs (where applicable) 

 

- Seizure of goods or other materials, where applicable the authorised officer may seize goods and 

issue a FPN for the offence committed and the goods/materials may be used in evidence if the 

council chooses to prosecute. 

 

- Suspension and/or Revocation of trading rights (in accepting a licence to trade with these 

standard conditions the trader hereby confirms acceptance of the right of Council to suspend them 

from trading in the circumstances set out in these regulations and further confirms they will cease 

trading and leave the market when requested to do so by an authorised officer of the Council or 

Police Officer. The council reserves the right to skip stages where the offence or contravention is 

considered serious and appropriate to do so.  

 

25.3 Any breach of these conditions may lead to proceedings for licence revocation, licence 

application refusal, variation of licence conditions or the imposition of further conditions. Breach of 

conditions may also lead to prosecution. 

 

25.4 Persistent breach of conditions will be considered as an indication that a person is not fit 

to hold or be granted a licence to trade within the London Borough of Hackney  and may lead to 

licence revocation, licence application refusal, licence variation or imposition of further conditions. 

 

25.5 If a serious breach of the terms and conditions is alleged to have been committed. The 

Shop Front licence holder may be placed on immediate suspension pending investigation.  

 

25.6 Where it is necessary to carry out a full investigation, the case will be progressed without 

undue delay (maximum period four weeks). During this time Licence holders will be unable to trade 

from their shop front until the investigation is complete: 

 

25.6.1 Once the investigation is completed unless the Licence is revoked, the trader can resume 

trading. Investigations will only be carried out by a manager within the Service and 

conducted in a confidential and timely manner. 

 

25.7 Failure to pay licence fees and charges for 4 weeks shall be grounds for the suspension 

and/ or revocation of the licence.  

 

25.8 If an enforcement sanction is issued, the licence holder has the right to appeal the 

enforcement action taken against them. All appeals should be made to the shop fronts team leader 

in the first instance in writing within 7 days of any action being taken. If the action is taken by the 

shop fronts team leader the appeal will be heard by the service area manager. 

 

25.9 If the licence has been revoked, the trader has the right to appeal the revocation and can 

do so in writing to the magistrates’ court within 21 days of the decision. 

 

25.10 Any revocation of a Permanent or Temporary Shop Front Licence will result in the trader 

being unable to apply or hold a Shop Front Licence in the London Borough of Hackney for the next 

12 months but may reapply after this period for a Temporary shop front trading Licence. 



 

 

26.  SHARING INFORMATION WITH THIRD PARTIES 

 

26.1 The Markets Service may disclose the personal details of licence holders to third parties who have 

a legal right to such information. This includes other regulatory and law enforcement agencies and 

those who may require the information in connection with a civil action in the Courts. 

 

26.2 To comply with money laundering legislation, the Markets Service will report any 

transactions for street trading licences or charges which we consider to be suspicious to the 

relevant agencies. 

 

26.3 To comply with the proceeds of crime act (POCA) we the markets service may share 

information with third parties who have a legal right to such information such as HMRC and the 

National crime agency when investigating issues such as subletting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Appendix 3: 
 

Proposed Markets/Street and Shop Front  Trading Conditions – 

Consultation Report 

 

Standard Markets & Street Trading Licence Proposals 

Consultation Report 
 

Aim of Consultation 
 
The on-going sustainability of Hackney’s vibrant markets and street trading scene is 

dependent on the Council’s ability to proactively manage and develop this, supported by 

a current and comprehensive set of MSTC. Having last been amended in March 2018, 

we are now proposing to update these as: 

 

● They do not reflect current professional market management requirements. 

 



● They do not cover current legislation adequately, particularly Health & Safety 

and Food Hygiene. 

 

● Due to the different natures of the various markets, it is more difficult for some 

traders to comply with the existing terms than others, it is essential to have a 

standard set of conditions that it is fair, transparent, consistent and practical for all 

traders to comply with on all markets. 

 

As part of the statutory consultation process, the Council would like to hear your views on 

the proposed changes to the conditions so that these can be considered before any 

revised terms are implemented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Methodology 
 
When did the consultation take place? 
 
The consultation ran from 11th November to 31st December 2019, and was further 
extended to 15th January 2020 to allow written submissions from the Ridley Rd Traders 
Association which was sufficient to satisfy the minimum statutory period of 4 weeks.  
How could participants take part? 
 
Individual traders could take part in four ways: 
 

● Paper Survey – A paper survey was posted to all licenced street traders together 
with all relevant supporting information including the consultation document, 
summary of proposed changes & freepost return envelope. Information was also 
provided on how to obtain further information and on how to complete the survey 
online. 
 

● Further copies were also available at the drop-in events or on request from Market 
Services. 
 

● Online Survey – An exact replica of the paper survey was created on the Council’s 
‘Citizen Space’ consultation hub, including links to all relevant consultation 
material. 
 

● Attendance at a drop-in sessions (please see below for details) 
 

● During on-site engagement with traders by market staff (please see below for 
details) 



 
Drop-in sessions 
 
In advance of the consultation, a total of eight drop-in events were organised for traders 
at different times and days of the week to enable as many as possible to attend should 
they wish, with Market Officers present to discuss the proposed changes with traders and 
answer any questions that they may have. Please see the following link for the feedback 
and questions received from those that attended the sessions: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-

u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The sessions took place at both the Parking and  Markets and Street Trading offices, on 
the following dates: 

Location: 2b(ii), Kingsland Shopping Centre, Kingsland High Street, Dalston E8 

2LX 

11th November: 11am - 12pm 

15th November: 3pm - 4pm 

19th November: 12pm - 1pm 

26th November: 4pm - 5pm 

 

Location: 136-142 Lower Clapton Road, London E5 0QD 

13th November: 5pm - 6pm 

18th November: 5pm - 6pm 

19th November: 5pm - 6pm 

21th November: 2pm - 3pm  

 

Meeting with Ridley Road Traders - 21st November 2019 
 
Some of the Ridley Road traders suggested holding a separate meeting for Ridley Road 
traders only. This was accommodated based on the traders’ requests to have a meeting 
on a Wednesday or Thursday around lunch time. This was provided in the form of two (2) 
additional drop in sessions in the Townhall and a further one (1) additional drop in session 
on the evening of the 5th of december 2019 at the Markets & Street Trading Office in 
Ridley Road bringing the total drop in sessions to 11 throughout the consultation process. 
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing


Please see the following link for notes of the meeting: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-
u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing 
 
Feedback response from the RRMTA - 15th January 2020 
 
The Ridley Road Markets Traders Association (RRMTA) requested additional time to 
provide their feedback on the revised terms and conditions which was granted to them by 
the Head of Service and given an additional 15 days to provide their submission by the 
15th of January.  
 
See the following link for the feedback received from the RRMTA and the response the 
Council provided: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-
u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing 

 

Communications 
 
All licence holders received a copy of the consultation pack directly to their home 
addresses. These were posted to them before the 11th November 2019, including 
information on engagement activities such as drop-in sessions. 
 
Posters were placed prominently across the market sites to both inform traders of the 
consultation and of the dates, times and locations of the drop-in sessions. 
 
A further email was sent to all active licence holders who have provided an email address 
to the service as part of their licence application on the 8th of November and on the 11th 
of November 2019 to remind them of the dates for the closure of the consultation, 
provided links to the online hub and consultation documentation and details of the drop 
in sessions. 
 

Data Inputting and analysis 
 
Paper copies of the survey were returned to Market Services to be inputted manually onto 
the Council’s online system - Citizen Space for analysis. The statistical data and 
representations made have been analysed on Citizen Space by Council Officers. 

 

Who took part? 
 
Traders 
A total of 25 individual responses were received, with the table below showing a 
breakdown by market and licence type (permanent or temporary). 
 
 

 Number of Licences Responses 

Market Perm Temp Total Perm Temp Total 

Ridley Rd 123 60 183 7 3 10 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing


Hoxton 21 22 43 2 1 3 

Kingsland 
Waste 

2 7 9 0 0 0 

Broadway 33 88 121 4 6 10 

Chatsworth 
Rd 

0 71 71 0 2 2 

Well St 0 2 2 0 0 0 

Other 0 40 40 0 0 0 

Total: 179 290 469 13 (7%) 12 (4%) 25 (5%) 

 

 

Data Set 
 
Despite a concerted effort to engage with traders as described by the activities above 
over the extended consultation period, it is important to highlight that the data set for the 
consultation remained relatively small (25 or 5% as a response total out of a possible 715 
responses) making any meaningful in-depth analysis difficult to achieve and unreliable. 
 

 

Summary of Key Findings 
 
Quantitative Data 
 
Overall there was broad support from across the markets and Street Trading Licence 
holders, with a total 68% of traders who responded stating that they either agree or 
strongly agree with the proposals, with 12% neither agreeing nor disagreeing and 20% 
expressing that they disagreed and strongly disagreed. 
 
Support for the proposals was broadly similar between permanent traders with 32% 
stating that they either agree or strongly agree with the proposals 36% of temporary 
traders stating that they either agree or strongly agree with the proposals. 
 
Based on the responses received, all markets showed overall support for the proposals. 
Full statistical data is provided below. 
 
Qualitative Data 
 
Only 25 representations were made during the course of the consultation, covering the 
following relevant topics: 
 

● Comments re Traders Associations  
● Positive comments re proposed T&C’s   
● 51% Trading rule 
● Concerns around proposed terms and conditions  

 



11 representations provided no comments on the consultation feedback. 3 
representations included comments that were not relevant to this consultation. 
 
Full details of representations made can be found in the Qualitative Data 
(Representations) section of this document. 

 

 

 

 

 

Qualitative Data 
 
By Trader Licence Type 
 
The findings from the consultation, although from a small data set, suggest that traders 
are generally more in agreement with the proposals than against, as the table below 
demonstrates: 
 
 

 Strongly
Agree 

 
Agree 

Neither
/Nor 

Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

Tota
l 

Response 
rate (%) 

Perm 5 3 1 1 3 13 52% 

Temp 5 4 2 0 1 12 48% 

Total 10 7 3 1 4 25  

 
 

● 68% of respondents either agree or strongly agree with the proposed 
changes 

● 12% are neutral 
● 20% disagree or strongly disagree with the proposals 

 
The response rates from permanent and temporary traders, 52% and 48% respectively, 
suggest that both groups have a similar level of interest in the proposed changes. 
 
 
By Market 
 
Ridley Rd 
 

 Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Neither
/Nor 

Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

Total Overall 
Response 
rate (% of 
25 
responses) 

Perm 3 
(43%) 

1 
(14%) 

1 
(14%) 

0 
(0%) 

2 
(29%) 

7 28% 

Temp 2  1  0 0 0  3 12% 



(67%) (33%) (0%) (0%) (0%) 

Total 5 
(50%) 

2 
(20%) 

1  
(10%) 

0 
(0%) 

2 
(20%) 

10 40% 

 
● 57% of permanent traders & 100% of temp, which make up the majority of 

respondents, either ‘agree’ or ‘strongly agree’ with the changes proposed. 
● 29% of permanent traders stated that they ‘strongly disagree’ with the proposals 

and none stating that they disagree. No temp traders ‘strongly disagree’ or 
‘disagree’ with the proposals. 

● 14% of permanent traders neither agree nor disagree with the proposals. 
 
Broadway Market 
 

 Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Neither/
Nor 

Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

Total Overall 
Response 
rate (% of 
25 
responses) 

Perm 2 
(50%) 

1 
(25%) 

0 
(0%) 

1 
(25%) 

0 
(0%) 

4 16% 

Temp 2 
(33%) 

1 
(17%) 

2 
(33%) 

0 
(0%) 

1 
(17%) 

6 24% 

Total 4 
(40%) 

2 
(20%) 

2 
(20%) 

1 
(10%) 

1 
(10%) 

10 40% 

 
● 75% of permanent traders & 50% of temp, which make up the majority of 

respondents, either ‘agree’ or ‘strongly agree’ with the changes proposed. 
● 17% of temp traders ‘strongly disagree’ with the proposals, with 25% of permanent 

traders stating that they ‘disagree’ with the proposals. 
● 20% of respondents neither agree nor disagree with the proposals. 

 
 
Hoxton Market 
 

 Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Neither/
Nor 

Disagree Strongly
Disagree 

Tota
l 

Overall 
Response 
rate (% of 
25 
responses) 

Perm 0 
(0%) 

1 
(50%) 

0 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

1 
(50%) 

2 8% 

Temp 0 
(0%) 

1 
(100%) 

0 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

1 4% 

Total 0 
(0%) 

2 
(67%) 

 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

1 
(33%) 

3 12% 

 
● 50% of permanent traders and 100% of temporary traders agreed with the 

proposals, although there are only 3 responses. 
● 50% of permanent traders strongly disagreed. 



 
 

 
Chatsworth Rd 
 

 Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Neither/
Nor 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Total Overall 
Response 
rate (% of 
25 
responses) 

Perm n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Temp 1 
(50%) 

1 
(50%) 

0 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

2 8% 

Total 1 
(50%) 

1 
(50%) 

0 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

2 8% 

 
● 100% of traders either agreed or mostly agreed with the proposals. 
● No responses indicated that they mostly/disagreed with the proposals. 

 
 
Kingsland Waste 
 

 Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Neither/
Nor 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Total Overall 
Response 
rate (% of 
25 
responses) 

Perm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

Temp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

 
There were no responses for Kingsland Waste, however there are only a total of 7 
licence holders for this market. 
 
Well St. Market 
 

 Strongl
y Agree 

Agree Neither/
Nor 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Total Overall 
Response 
rate (% of 
25 
responses) 

Perm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

Temp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

 
There were no responses for Well St Market, however there are only two licence 
holders for this market. 
 
 



 
 
Other sites 
 

 Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Neither/
Nor 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Total Overall 
Response 
rate (% of 
25 
responses) 

Perm n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Temp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 

 
There were no responses for other sites. There are a total of 40 traders that are licensed 
to trade in other sites.  
 
The lack of responses from these traders may indicate that there are little to no concerns 
around the new proposals. 

 

Representations (Qualitative Data) 
 
There were a total of 25 written representations received, broken down by market and 
trader type below: 
 

 Temp Perm Total % Response 

Ridley Rd 3 7 10 40% 

Hoxton 1 2 3 12% 

Broadway 6 4 10 40% 

Chatsworth 
Rd 

2 0 2 8% 

Well St 0 0 0 0% 

Total: 12 13 25 100% 

 
Due to the low number of representations it is difficult to identify trends around these, 
however relevant feedback, grouped into sections, includes: 
 
Comments made about Traders Associations 

 
“Finally something positive for us traders - Fed up with underhand dealing of the BMTRA - 
Thank you Hackney” 
Broadway trader 
 
“An end to bribery and a corrupt market service and association - No more RRMTA.” 
Ridley Road trader 
 
“Glad the council are finally dealing with the subletters and giving fair choices to traders. 
 
The 51% rule is fair and I am here all the time, why should they not be here it's not fair. 
 



The RRMTA is a racket and (Redacted) is a crook who takes money to do things for people.” 
Ridley Road trader 
 
“About time the council dealt with the subletting and stopped the RRMTA ruining the market. 
Fees are fair, terms are fair now traders can all trade the same.” 
Ridley Road trader 
 
Positive comments about proposed T&C’s  
 
“After years of allowing subletting and backhanders dictating Rildey Rd,  a council and officers 
who has the balls to stop it all. Well done.” 
Ridley Road trader 
 
“Happy - the terms and conditions are fine with me , only people who are doing things wrong will 
have issues.” 
Ridley Road trader 
 
“Dont have anything to say really Broadway Market is a lovely Market Love the peoples & the 
persons that works there. Never had any issues except for the closing gate that shut at 6am. 
But nothing major great work, carry on like that.” 
Broadway trader 
 
“The terms and conditions are breath of fresh air.  
 
Traders have had an input and the council works with us and not against us.” 
Broadway Trader 
 
51% trading time 
 

“5.1 Its nearly 2020, not many businesses survive with one outlet one day a week, many owners 

have other outlets to run.   Unless you employ more Staff to monitor this, how can you possibly 

implement it?  How many Licensees would you expect to lose if you 

did implement it?  I have been advised, the way around this is for a current Licence  to hand the 

License over to an employee - this is not a rational thought out answer, no business owner 

would hand over control of their License to Staff.  Perhaps you could look at having Proxy 

Licensee's?  Or think of a modern business model for this .  This needs further investigation and 

Consultation with Licensee's.” 

Broadway trader 

 

“The suggestion that the named trader who holds the license must attend the market each day 

51% of the time makes no sense what-so-ever and should not be implemented.  The purpose of 

this rule is not clear.  If this is supposed to help to detect and prevent sub-licensing, it is not 

effective.  There are far better and more effective ways to prevent this type of fraud. This rule is 

a restriction to trade which will:  ill effect partnerships, employment opportunities, business 

development and expansion,  and it discourages ‘makers’ from getting involved with markets.” 

Broadway Trader 

 

Comments re proposed terms and conditions  

 

“The argument has been put forward that Broadway Traders should pay more because of the 

larger footfall than at other markets.  This has not been proved, but regardless this is not a 



proper reason.  Markets can be required to break even but they should not be taxed to support 

other services or developments. Broadway Market developed as a local market that gained, 

through the management of the BMTRA, as an international destination.  The BMTRA wants to 

retain its identity as a local market and not developed simply as a tourist destination, like 

Borough Market, which the Market Department compares it to. 

The consultations disproportionately concentrates on the traders responsibilities without 

focusing on the responsibilities of the Council to provide proper sustainable services to the 

traders and the public.  There is too much, “you will do this”, and not enough talk of partnership 

and contractual relationships. Central to this criticism is the Markets Departments expectation 

put on Permanent Traders, without the provision of the central benefit of a permanent license, 

that is, a pitch.  The council has refused to provide proper  permanent pitches to traders, yet 

expect them to fulfil all the responsibilities.   

If the Council wants permanent traders on Broadway Market, they must provide permanent 

pitches.  Traders cannot be asked to comply with these rules unless the Council provides the 

principle right of a permanent trader to a permanent pitch.” 

Broadway trader 

 

“we are self employed business people - Not employees of Hackney Council. Some of the 

changes proposed are draconian and gives the Council/ Inspectors excessive powers that could 

and will destroy many businesses. 

successive regimes have shown little to no respect or understanding of how difficult it is to run a 

business in these internet dominated days...the last thing that beleaguered traders need is more 

oppressive terms (proposed)”. 

Hoxton trader 

 

“Attendance & Trading.  

5.3 If I am going to the toilet for three minutes or five minutes I have to close up the stall, I don't 

agree to that. 

2.7.3 Regarding the price inclusive of VAT display on them, It will not work. Remember this is an 

open market not a shop. It is difficult to control.” 

Ridley Road trader  

 

 

“You have more or less doubled the Terms and Conditions of the Licence.  Why? 

Many of these Terms and Conditions are not needed and its obvious they cannot be 

implemented.    

3.8 Is very draconian, Market Services should be working with Traders in arrears,  as you know 

cash flow is business can be very intermittent.   A Trader could easily be in arrears 

3 times in any 12 months.  At present the Administration of payments is very poor,  

its easy to overpay and Market Services do  not produce Statements of Account.  Nor do you 

provide a Traders Handbook for reference.  Officers are not consistent when asked a query. 

3.18 - Why just Ridley Road, surely this is discrimination?  If you are having a problem 

managing Ridley Road Market, Market Services needs better/more Management.  Management 

should be implementing temporary Policies and Procedures not changes to Licence Terms and 

Conditions.    It also sets precedent for such an old fashioned system to be rolled out to all 

Sites. 

5.6 Is not enforceable at Broadway Market 



5.7 Why are Temporary Traders not included in this? 

5.15 Is this legal?”. 

Broadway Trader 

 

All questions and feedback from the drop in sessions have been recorded by officers 

separately, which can be found at the following link: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-

u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shop Fronts Terms & Conditions  

 

Data Inputting and analysis 
 
Paper copies of the survey were returned to Market Services to be input manually onto 
the Council’s online system - Citizen Space for analysis. The statistical data and 
representations made have been analysed on Citizen Space by the Markets team. 
 

Who took part? 
 
Shop front license holders: 
 
A total of 12 individual responses were received, with the table below showing a 
breakdown by licence type (permanent or temporary). 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing


 Number of Licences Responses 

 Licence Type StronglyA
gree/ 
Agree 

Strongly 
Disagree/ 
Disagree 

Neither 

Perm 10 4 3 3 

Temporary 2 0 1 1 

 

Data Set 
 
Despite a concerted effort to engage with licence holders, it is important to highlight that 
the data set for the consultation remained relatively small. In total, we have 246 shop front 
licence holders, however only 12 or 5% responses were received making any meaningful 
in-depth analysis difficult to achieve and unreliable. 

 

Qualitative Data 
 
By Trader Licence Type 
 
The findings from the consultation has proved to be inconclusive as the percentage for 
the responses are even as detailed below. The results of the consultation suggests that 
there are mixed thoughts around the proposals. Having said this, the lack of responses 
from these traders could suggest that there are little to no concerns around the new 
proposals. 
 

 

 Number of 
Licences 

Responses 

 Licence Type StronglyAgree
/ Agree 

Strongly 
Disagree/ 
Disagree 

Neither Response 
rate 

Perm 
10 

 
4 

(33%) 
3 

(25%) 
3 

(25%) 
(83%) 

 

Temporary 
2 

 
0 

(0%) 
1 

(8%) 
1 

(8%) 
(17%) 

 

Total 
12 

 
4 

(33.3%) 
4 

(33.3%) 
4 

(33.3%
) 

 
 

 

 Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Neither/

Nor 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Total Response 

rate (%) 

Perm 3 

(25%) 

1 

(8%) 

3 

(25%) 

0 

(0%) 

3  

(25%) 

10 83% 

Temp 0 

(0%) 

0 

(0%) 

1 

(8%) 

1 

(8%) 

0  

 

2 17% 

Total 3 1 4  1 3  12  



(25%) (8%) (33%) (8%) (25%) 

 
● 33% of respondents agree or strongly agree with the proposed changes 
● 33% are neutral 
● 33% of respondents stated that they either disagree or strongly disagree with the 

proposals 

 

Representations (Qualitative Data) 
 
Only 12 representations were made during the course of the consultation which were 
broken down by licence type. We received comments on the following topics relevant to 
the consultation: 
 

● Concerns around the renewal process (1 representation) 
● Concerns around security/ increase of vandalism ( 1 representation) 
● Recommendations to the proposed T&C’s (2 representations) 

 
5 representations provided no comments on the consultation feedback. 
 
Due to the low number of representations it is difficult to identify trends around the 
feedback received especially where some of the feedback was around the increase in 
fees and charges which is irrelevant to this consultation. This being the case, the relevant 
feedback, grouped into sections, includes: 
 
 
 
Renewal Process 
“I hope you will not cause any further issues to renew my future shop front licences. 
 
This is a significant part of my business and it's a must for me to have the shopfront 
licence going forward.” 
Shop Front Trader 
 
Concerns around security/vandalism in Hackney: 

“Mostly agree with what is already enforced and what has been proposed. However I 

am a little bit concerned about the prevailing security issues in Dalston. So many shops 

are being vandalised and looted in the past few days that all of us feel a little 

uncomfortable. I hope the Council with the help of the concerned authorities will look 

into it.” 

Shop Front Trader 
 

Recommendations to the terms and Conditions: 

“Broadly I would want us to license an area of 1.5m in front of shops for shopkeepers to 

trade during their trading hours and for a minimum of 2 metres be left as pavement 

space. I am keen for us to just allow tables and chairs, not planters that get filled with 

dead plants, litter and cigarette butts. In the case of shop front trading, like you, I am 



keen to see it be just an extension of the shop trading and not a separate sublet 

business. I see no benefit from wheeled boxes on the street.” 

Elected Member 

 

“Section - 13.3.5.  it would be difficult for me - Your insurers require electrical testing to 

be done every 5 years. Why has this been changed to 1 year?  May require me to 

spend a lot of money or would the certificate for the 5 year term suffice? 

 

‘13.3.9 Graffiti should be changed to “Ugly tagging” or something’.” 

Shop Front Trader 
 

The team also recorded all questions and feedback from the drop in sessions separately, 

which can be found at the following link: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-

u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing 

 
 
 
 

 
Appendix 4: 
 

London Borough of Hackney  
Equality Impact Assessment Form 

 

The Equality Impact Assessment Form is a public document which the Council uses to 
demonstrate that it has complied with Equalities Duty when making and implementing decisions 
which affect the way the Council works.   
 
 

 
Title and purpose of this Equality Impact Assessment: 

Shop Fronts, Markets and Street Trading – Standard Street Trading Licence Conditions for 2020/21 
 

 
Purpose of this Equality Impact Assessment: 

To determine the impact of proposed changes to the standard markets/street trading and shop 
fronts licence conditions for traders operating in Hackney’s markets, street trading and shop front 
trading sites and locations. 

 
Officer Responsible: 

Name: Dan O’Sullivan   Ext: 5981 

Directorate: Neighbourhoods and Housing  Department/Division: Parking, Markets & Street 
Trading  

 
1. Please summarise the service, function, policy, initiative or saving. 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing


In summary, the primary drivers to amend the standard street trading licence conditions and 
standard shop front trading conditions are:  
 
● Improving markets , street trading & shop front presentation 
● Compliance with health and safety legislation 
● To modernise conditions regarding management and enforcement 
● To ensure conditions better reflect street food trading 

● Encouraging markets to thrive and supporting new traders 
● To encourage improved compliance across markets , shop fronts and street trading 

 
 
 
 
2. Who are the main people that will be affected?  

 
 

Those people that will be directly impacted by the proposals (Street Market Traders and Shop Front 
Licence holders) include all licensed temporary and permanent street traders/shop front traders 
operating in Hackney markets and highstreets and issued by the Council. This includes both 
holders of both temporary and permanent licenses (Market Traders Database as of September 
2019), a total of approx. 695 licence holders in the London Borough of Hackney. This is Broken 
down into 148 Permanent Street traders, 321 Temporary Street Traders, 128 Permanent Shop 
front traders and 98 Temporary shop front traders.  
 
Information retrieved from traders database indicates that: 

● The majority of market traders are aged 26-55  (74% out of 695 records) and there are 
low representation of younger 16-25 (10% out of 695 records) or older people (+65) 
working in markets (7% out of 695 records). 

● The majority of market traders are male (72% of 695 records). Only 28% are female. 
● The majority of market traders classify themselves as "British" (39% of 695records) and 

other ethnic groups found in markets include African and African Caribbean, Jewish, 
Turkish/Cypriot and Asian albeit in much smaller numbers. 
 

The legislation (London Local Authorities Act 1990) does not draw a distinction between those 
licence holders trading at a market or in front of a shop so one interpretation of the requirement to 
give notice to licence holders is that all should be consulted. For the purposes of clarification given 
this consultation does affect both Street traders and shop front traders we have seperated the 
consultation packs to ensure they are evaluated as separate entities in the same way they are 
managed by the service. In short all licenced traders affected by any proposals outlined and 
currently operating in Hackney and issued by the Council will also be contacted about this planned 
consultation. 
 

 
3. What research or consultation(s) have been carried out? Please provide more 

details, together with a summary of what you learned. 
 

Pre-consultation discussions took place with different market associations, other individual traders, 
shop front licence holders, benchmarked vs other London boroughs. The proposed conditions were 
consulted on from the 11th November 2019  to the 31st of December 2019 for a period of eight 
weeks. The consultation was then extended for a further two weeks to the 15th of January 2020 to 
facilitate a submission from the RRMTA. On completion of the consultation a review of all 
submissions, comments and feedback received  was undertaken and considered and amendments 
were made in accordance with the responses received; a formal decision to implement revised 
conditions will be required. It is anticipated that the conditions will take effect on 1st April 2020 



 
Individual traders could take part in four ways: 
 

● Paper Survey – A paper survey was posted to all licenced street traders together with all 
relevant supporting information including the consultation document, summary of proposed 
changes & freepost return envelope. Information was also provided on how to obtain further 
information and on how to complete the survey online. 
 

● Further copies were also available at the drop-in events or on request from Market Services. 
 

● Online Survey – An exact replica of the paper survey was created on the Council’s ‘Citizen 
Space’ consultation hub, including links to all relevant consultation material. 
 

● Attendance at a drop-in sessions (please see below for details) 
 

● During on-site engagement with traders by market staff (please see below for details) 
 
All licence holders received a copy of the consultation pack directly to their home addresses. These 
were posted to them before the 11th November 2019, including information on engagement 
activities such as drop-in sessions. 
 
Posters were placed prominently across the market sites to both inform traders of the consultation 
and of the dates, times and locations of the drop-in sessions. 
 
A further email was sent to all active licence holders who have provided an email address to the 
service as part of their licence application on the 8th of November and on the 10th of November 
2019 to remind them of the dates for the closure of the consultation, provided links to the online 
hub and consultation documentation and details of the drop in sessions. 
 
Drop-in sessions 
 
There were a total of eight drop-in events organised for traders at different times and days of the 
week to enable as many as possible to attend should they wish, with Market Officers present to 
discuss the proposed changes with traders and answer any questions that they may have. The 
team recorded all questions and feedback from the drop in sessions separately. Please see link 
below: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-

u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing 

 
The sessions took place at both the Parking and  Markets and Street Trading offices, on the 
following dates: 

Location: 2b(ii), Kingsland Shopping Centre, Kingsland High Street, Dalston E8 2LX 

11th November: 11am - 12pm 

15th November: 3pm - 4pm 

19th November: 12pm - 1pm 

26th November: 4pm - 5pm 

 

Location: 136-142 Lower Clapton Road, London E5 0QD 

13th November: 5pm - 6pm 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing


18th November: 5pm - 6pm 

19th November: 5pm - 6pm 

21th November: 2pm - 3pm  

 
Meeting with Ridley Road Traders - 21st November 2019 
 
Some of the Ridley Road traders expressed interest in having a separate meeting for Ridley Road 
traders only. This was accommodated based on the traders requests to have a meeting on a 
Wednesday or Thursday around lunch time.This was provided in the form of two (2) additional drop 
in sessions in the townhall and a further one (1) additional drop in session on the evening of the 
5th of december 2019 bringing the total drop in sessions to 11 throughout the consultation process. 
Please see the following link for notes of the meeting: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-
u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing 
 
Feedback response from the RRMTA - 15th January 2020 
 
The Ridley Road Markets Traders Association (RRMTA) requested additional time to provide their 
feedback on the revised terms and conditions which was granted to them by the Head of Service.  
 
See the feedback received from the RRMTA and the response the Council provided by going to 
the following link: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-
u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing. 
 
 
The proposals were advertised both in the Hackney Gazette and on the Hackney Council 
website, which will also hold a copy of the booklet.  
 
All representations received have been considered and placed in an appendix within this 
subsequent delegated report recommending changes. 
 
The proposed terms and conditions have been finalised and traders will be notified and a notice 
placed in local newspapers. There will be at least 28 days’ notice from the date of publication of 
the newspaper notice before any amendments to fees and charges take effect.  

 
 
 

4. Equality Impacts  
 
 

4 (a) What positive impact could there be overall, on different equality groups, and on 
cohesion and good relations? 

 

Overall:  
The revised conditions will allow the markets service to tighten up on management, compliance 
and enforcement of the markets, ensuring an improved look and feel to the market for customers 
and a more professional market for traders. No differential impact has been identified for other 
specific groups. 
 
The revised conditions for shop front trading will allow the shop fronts service to tighten up the 
management, compliance and enforcement of shop front trading, ensuring an improved look and 
feel to the boroughs highstreets, residents and customers and providing a more professional 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FiIjWCVgKcK-u0eL9d1GLWoRBx8FDIRkeJudWyU2mE4/edit?usp=sharing


presentation to commercial trading opportunities for businesses. No differential impact has been 
identified for other specific groups. 
 
Market/Street /Traders: 
The revised conditions will support better health and safety monitoring, improved presentation 
by traders at some markets (some are already high quality), a simpler more transparent and 
consistent management and enforcement process, and a more comprehensive approach to 
street food. This will produce a better market offering for consumers, supporting footfall, and 
consumer spend for traders. , therefore positively impacting the local economy and employment.  
 
Shop Front Traders: 
The revised conditions will support better health and safety monitoring, improved presentation 
by traders across the borough  (some are already high quality), a simpler more transparent and 
consistent management and enforcement process, and a more comprehensive approach to 
managing street furniture within the confines of a shop fronts licence. This will produce a better 
high street trading offering for consumers, supporting improved footfall, and consumer spending 
for businesses , therefore positively impacting the local economy and employment. 

 
There are no perceived specific equality impacts on different equality groups.  

 
4 (b)  What negative impact could there be overall, on different equality groups, and on 

cohesion and good relations? 
 

 

Market/Street/Shop Front Traders: 

The revisions have been through pre-consultation with the respective trader 
associations,traders and shop front licence holders and they are comfortable for us to consult 
on the revised set of conditions.  

There may be some limited cost implications for traders where they may be required to buy 
better, safer equipment for use on their stalls or receptacles used for trading. However this is 
seen as a necessity for the safety of the market; traders and customers. Other costs traders 
may be incurring already are to ensure they are fully compliant with current legislation and best 
practice. 

 

There are no other negative impacts from the decisions taken in the report. 

 



Appendix 5: 

 
Schedule for Implementation of 2020/21 Standard Street Trading 
Licence Conditions  
 
 
 

Summarised Project 
Milestones / Stages 

Estimated number 
of weeks to 
complete 

Completion Date 

Delegated Report 
(permission to consult) 
drafted and approval by 
Legal, Finance and the 

Director of Public Realm 
 

- 
30th September 

2019 

Prepare communications and 
gain approval for consultation 

materials 
1 week 05 October 2019 

Design of Consultation Docs 
(reuse 2016 designs)  

1 week 07 October 2019 

Print / distribute consultation 
docs 

8 Days 16th October – 25th  

Statutory notice made in 
Hackney Gazette 

- 26th -27th of October 

Consultation Live (4 weeks) 

Engagement 

● Minimum two ‘drop-
in’ sessions in the 

middle of the 
consultation period. 

 
● Direct engagement 

by market officers 
with traders 

 

● Speak to traders on 
the market and allow 

walk ins to the 
markets office to 

speak to Officers. 

 

8  weeks  
Consultation period: 
11 November –31 
December 2019 

Consultation Findings 
analysed and Delegated 

Powers Reports are 
6 weeks 

5th February  2020 
 



prepared and approved by 
the Director of Public Realm 

 

Report to Director for final 
clearance 

- 06 January 2020 

Publication of new terms and 
conditions in Hackney Today 

and on Council website. 
Dissemination to all traders 

and stakeholders. 

2 or 4 weeks 
26 February 2020 
 (Hackney Today 
publication date) 

Changes notified in local 
press (Gazette publication) 

2 Weeks 27 February 2020 

Earliest date for revised 
standard street trading 

licence conditions 2020/21 to 
be implemented 

1st April 2020 

 
 
 
 
  

 
 


